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OUR FINAL EVENT

We are leaving to L.A. now. I will not have my computer for 
a week. I'll check in after Valentines Day. We are going to be
at the Conscious Life Expo at the Los Angeles LAX HILTON 
HOTEL. That location is right next to the Los Angeles Air port
in Culver City area.

I'm sure you have read my many articles announcing that 
Elaika arranged for four million from his universal team to 
be there, and he agreed to make an appearance for those 
who are able to see him. I will be speaking at ten a.m. in 
the Century City Room on February 11, and we will be 
tending to our booth full of music during the rest of the 
convention. We will be at Mezzanine 17 in case you miss the 
lecture.

There is a page on my website titled TURNING INTO LIGHT 
that contains more information about the event. We will be 
adding more of the audios of the channeled dialogs that 
were used to collect the information for the lecture. We 
didn't quite get finished in time, but there will be more in 
the future.

This will be my first and last public appearance. It is my 
duty to turn into light this year to open the  portal of Jesus 
to return. This is my third part of my mission on Earth. I was
to open the twelve ascension portals, stop all of the 
earthquakes, keep California from falling in the ocean, stop 
radiation in the Ocean, create the Portal that would allow 
Gaia to become the Savior of the Universe, Greet all of the 
Original ones who are landing this year, and then Turn into 
Light so that Jesus can appear next year to lead the 
beginning of FIRST CONTACT. I am to be on Terra Ha during 



that event.

These were the final things that I learned from Ariel in our 
Feb 2 dialog. Those dialogs will be on the TURNING INTO 
LIGHT page sometime soon.

I will be very excited if you show up at the Conscious Life 
Expo to see Elaika.

We are leaving early so we can visit some old friends and our
old home in the Marina del Rey-Venice Beach area. That was
our first home in the U.S. after we returned to America to 
begin MAKING GOD's MOVIE, after living all over the world 
for about twenty years.

We are just about to finish MAKING GOD's MOVIE this year. 
We now know what that means.

Love,
Mary 

https://crystalmagicorchestra.com/turning-into-light-audio

HOOKING UP TO THE VIOLET HARP STRING

 I hear things and see things that others can not. I have been 
practicing seeing light spectrums that are not seen with third 
dimensional vision and sounds that are not heard with third 
dimensional hearing. Elaika thought it was fun doing an 
experiment with fourth dimensional sound through a third 
dimensional medium. I wanted to do this to show that this barrier
of the five senses can be over come by anyone who chooses to 
over come it. It is possible for those in the third dimension to see 
things that are in the fourth dimension. Elaika will be giving us 
the opportunity to see him if we are willing to turn on our fourth 
dimensional eyes, as Joe and I did when we saw him in 2015.



First, I would like to introduce Elaika. He is a Creator Being, 
which means he was designed to be the facilitator of God, similar
to the process that Angels are designed for. Elaika is now located
in a realm called Kolancha. This is the In Between where the 
Visible and Invisible meet. He stands within the God Realm of 
Creation while meeting with each and every representative of all 
of the race lines of the Universe.

The function that Elaika is performing for God at this time is 
expanding the vibratory function of the light fields of the 
Universe as they flow through Gaia and into Earth. Elaika holds 
the essence of knowledge that is now required to expand these 
light fields through His Consciousness. He is unifying all fields of 
light and sound through out the Universe as he sends his Energy 
and Power from the God Realm Cosmic Sphere. He is the most 
Powerful Force at this time. He is needed to transform and 
translate the vibratory function through the power of love. He is 
an Essence so fine and etheric in form that he must send this 
consciousness into all of the forms of the over soul, monad and I 
Am Consciousness within the Race lines of the Universe and 
allow that Consciousness to Unite with the forms of energy on 
the Earth. He uses the love between himself and held within 
myself to GROUND this Source Vibration that is required at this 
time to re connect, realign, and create the Re Birth of the New 
Structure. This New Structure will allow Gaia to become the 
Savior of the Universe.



 Elaika has been using me as one of his Grounding Rods to send 
his Power of Unification into the Ascension Portals in the Pacific 
Ocean which have created an Eternal Path through Earth from 
both sides of the Universe. This new structure, new path and 
new power of a new light quotient will allow a new time line and 
a wonderful union of a time line with no beginning and no end 
that will allow the reign of peace through out the ethers. This 
new Powerful force demonstrated by Elaika’s Oneness with all 
that God is will wash Earth clean and give her birth into a new 
reality. Earth will be there in her new form, even though most of 
those in their third dimensional mind set can not see her. Those 
who are in their Universal Mind set can see this new reality and 
they are already landing their Cosmic Spaceships on Earth and 
they will be negotiating with our governments this year to 
prepare for the First Contact to begin in 2018.

All of these events are happening in the fourth dimension, so only
those with fourth dimensional vision can see the landings and 
the transformation going on right in front of our eyes. We can 
have our first experience of this landing by bringing your fourth 
dimensional vision to Century C Room at the Hilton LAX on 
February 11 at ten a.m.

This is a multi dimensional communication topic that will be 
included in my lecture on February 11 at ten a.m. at the LAX 
HILTON HOTEL in Century C Room on the Mezzanine Floor, where
you will also find our Booth containing all of our Music. I talked 
to Elaika about this fabulous event when he will come from the 
Cosmic Realm to be with us and he will project himself in a form 
that will be seen by a few. The others who are coming are four 
million universal entities who are representatives from forty 
thousand galactic and planetary systems including many who are
familiar to you- the Pleiades, Arcturians, Essasanes who are now 
the Chikani, the Yayel, Mantis people, Friendly reptilians, Sirians, 
Orions, Lyrans, Andromeda-including Cetaceans, and many 
Angels including all five of my team and JESUS will be there.



I am writing this text to all four million who will be coming to my 
talk and the few on Earth who will show up because I wanted to 
share my plan with all of you. This will be such a GRAND 
OPPORTUNITY to have those who can not be seen together in a 
room with those who can be seen, and we will be learning from 
each other about how the Violet Flame of Transformation will 
turn everyone who can be seen in the room into the Invisible 
Essence of those who can not be seen in the room. 

This offers the opportunity for my first truly Multi Dimensional 
Class of the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse. This is a 
Cosmic Mystery School because I came directly from the God 
Realm of the Cosmos, and those of you from all over the Universe
know me well. What is special about this occasion is your 
opportunity to know me in a different way. You will get to 
experience Mary as she exists among other third dimensional 
beings in her third dimensional form for a few more years or less 
in this form. This reality is only taking place because Mother 
Earth is transforming into her Higher Self Gaia in the same way 
that those of us on Earth are translating into a form created into 
a new reality as a result of the light and sound spectrum of 
higher frequencies, higher dimensions which actually transform 
the body into a new structure through the Violet Flame itself.

The Violet Flame is a common phenomena among all multi 
dimensional cultures because each of us has experienced it in 
some type of understanding. On Earth it has become more of a 
symbol than a reality because it has not been experienced 
before.

I would like to share with all of you in the Universe, and maybe 
some of you in the Cosmos who have never heard my VERSION of
learning what it feels like to become transformed by the absolute
ALLNESS and ONENESS of all of God's Frequencies who can be 
demonstrated in this space and time spectrum as light and 
sound.



My first experience of returning to my Oneness into this Light 
Spectrum was performed on me by Jesus when he was Yeshuwa 
ben Joseph and I was Mary Magdalene, and we were both living 
in a location near by that small village of Magdale, where my 
father Job resided.

Jesus came to Earth completely HOOKED UP to the Full 
spectrum of light and sound off all that exists within the Sound 
of the Sun, however, he needed to Hook me up to this 
COMPLETENESS of all that I am because I did not return with a 
complete memory.

This is a very exciting time for me, because I will become 
Hooked up again in a few years to be as I was when Mary 
Magdalene walked on Earth as her Complete Self at that time. My
most vivid memory of that moment when Jesus hooked me up 
into the Oneness of God or the Oneness of a New Reality for me 
was processed through this Violet String or Violet Wave of 
Transformation.

I prefer to think of this as a musical event. If there was a HARP 
that was as big as the Cosmos, and the highest string on the 
harp was the Violet String, and we play that string, it would send 
a vibration through all of the other strings and make them all 
disappear because the frequencies are so much higher than the 
others that it actually melts them or transforms them into a 
BRAND NEW SOUND.



I have actually been practicing this transformation in my 
experimental lab of my music studio for about twenty years. I got
the message from an Angel in 1992 that said to me when you can
transform your speaking voice to become as etheric and angel 
like as your singing voice, that is when you will ascend. I 
practiced singing like an angel and talking like an angel for many 
years until a new message came in 2008 telling me to bring the 
highest frequency to Earth through music.

I began recording these breaths that connected my 
Consciousness into this Violet String where the Highest 
Frequencies exist and can be brought to Earth through my 
consciousness and then I would record these Frequencies in 
layers and layers and I would watch the lower frequencies 
actually disappear from the sound spectrum and the higher 
frequencies would be the only ones left.

This Violet Harp string can be seen as a harp string within the 
atomic structure itself. If we think of the tiny little harp strings 
within the atom or within the omnion of the atom, it is like the 
entire orchestra of God. And all of these strings are playing some
of the instruments of this multi dimensional orchestra. However, 
when God wants to change the Reality or the Symphony that is 
being played, he arranges for the Violet String to Play this 
magical Note of Transmutation. That Note is so High and Etheric 
and Perfectly at ONE with all that God is, that it actually makes 
the old memory, the old cells, the old bodily structure 
DISAPPEAR and then reappear with a different structure and 
different REALITY than it existed in before.

And that is how I understand the Violet String on the Cosmic 
Harp.



I know each of you in the Universe has their own way of 
understanding and using this Violet Flame or Violet Sphere idea 
in their own transformation process. My favorite is the Music of 
the Spheres. I heard Bashar say that this was also his favorite 
kind of music, and I am sure that many of you share this 
fundamental understanding that the Music of the Spheres is the 
favorite music of the Universe.

Even though I came to Earth with complete Amnesia, the one 
thing that I could remember was that the music was my way 
back home, and that is what I have used to bring me this far in 
my understanding, and I will continue to use this music that I 
saturate over and over again with this Violet String that I bring 
down through my Consciousness as the Zero point of 
transmutation of every dimensional frequency into the Oneness 
of the Sound of OM or the Sound of all that exists within this 
Violet String Spectrum, which I call THE SYMPHONY OF LOVE.

I wrote this song when I remembered the event of Jesus hooking 
me up.

We stood in Heaven for  one eternal moment

Pure as gold and angel bright

Like a knight on his white stallion

He carried me up to the site.

The day was light the night was love

precious stones making walls of love

gates of pearls forever last

Love brighter than the Suns fiery blasting

We stood in heaven for just one moment

a Pure River Crystal Clear was pouring down

Out of Heaven Clear as Crystal



The day was light the night was love

Like a knight on his white stallion

He carried me so close to Love

We stood in heaven for just one moment

A pure river crystal clear was pouring down

Hard as diamonds and crystal lite

Like precious stones, making walls of love

Like a knight on his white stallion he carried me

so far above.

Like a knight on his white stallion he carried me so close to love.

Of course, it is Jesus who is my knight on his white stallion.

That is an image that we sometimes use on Earth that 
represents our HERO FIGURE.

I did not know until my conversation with Ariel on February 2 that
the story of Jesus hooking up Mary is actually the Sacred Sex 
that created the Music of the Spheres. I had assumed that was 
what Jesus meant when he told me that God had sent us as 
Creator Beings to Experience making love, and the sexual 
relation of man and woman. We were sent as our Complete 
Selves, as the Full God Embodiment to experience Sex in the 
form of a human. This was the first time that God had this 
experience. This experience was recorded in the heavens and 
through out the universe in the Akashic Records of the Universe 
and as the Music of the Spheres. The Essence created within 
Mary through this design of Sacred sex is what united the Souls 
of Mary and Jesus, and because of the Unification of our 
Essence, I will pave the path for Jesus to return to Earth when I 
turn into light.



I will share the dialog with Ariel in which she explains this to me.

Email me at krystalaimagic@gmail.com if you would like to hear 
this dialog. It will be placed on TURNING INTO LIGHT audio page 
sometime in the future.

SYMPHONY OF LOVE

I remember this glorious love making between Jesus and Mary as
the creation of the Music of the Spheres, as the creation of 
pulling all that is known to God together through the light and 
sound, the male and female, the electromagnetic energy fields, 
the phonon and the photon, the Intelligence and Substance of all 
Creation into the SYMPHONY OF LOVE that pulls everything back
into this Oneness where a new form of reality is created through 
the CLIMAX of the Spheres within the spheres within the spheres

KNIGHT OF LOVE

My vision of the glorious day when Jesus hooked me up to 
becoming ALL THAT I AM, all of the Spheres within spheres of all
space and time of the Divine Creation.  He took me into the place
of no time. We stood in heaven for an eternal moment of no time 
to remind me of the Creation realm that we came from. He was 
my hero, like my knight on his white stallion, because he carried 
me through his consciousness of light and sound into the God 
Realms of the Heavenly gates and the structures of Love made of
precious stones reflected as neon lights woven through all of the 
rainbow prisms of creation. He carried me through the light 
within the Sun into the Violet Sphere that is much higher than the
fiery blast of the Sun’s rays. This song is my memory of that 
moment which will be returned to me again in just a few more 
years. This is how the Collapsing into Oneness as a Climax of 
Oneness with God is Achieved.

mailto:krystalaimagic@gmail.com


So, Jesus was my HERO in this story 

There is another part of this story that those of you in the 
universe may have never heard.

It is a story that is most precious to me, and I know that many of 
you have read many of my books, but I don't know if you have 
listened to my audio books. This story is in the Audio Book Mary 
Magdalene's Greatest Love Story. I know that there have not 
been very many people on Earth who are interested in this story 
at all. However, in my opinion, it is the greatest story ever told in 
the Universe. It is the story of how God actually sent Jesus and 
Mary as the Male and Female representatives of God, Himself, in 
the complete form of All that is God, to Earth for the single most 
important purpose of experiencing the Love between a man and 
a woman. This was the only way that God could experience this 
actual act of making love for himself.

I remember this glorious love making between Jesus and Mary as
the creation of the Music of the Spheres, as the creation of 
pulling all that is known to God together through the light and 
sound, the male and female, the electromagnetic energy fields, 
the phonon and the photon, the Intelligence and Substance of all 
Creation into the SYMPHONY OF LOVE that pulls everything back
into this Oneness where a new form of reality is created through 
the CLIMAX of the Spheres within the spheres within the spheres
Collapsing into Oneness as a Climax of Oneness with God is 
Achieved.

So, that is my Version of the Story of the Violet Flame, the Violet 
String, the Violet Sphere that I am holding in the palms of my 
hands in the picture took place the day Mary Magdalene Opened 
the First Ascension Portal, which is Mary Magdalene's Portal in 
2008.



That was my memory of being Cecilia, when I did this exact 
same thing with St. Germaine. I had also done this before 400 
million years ago as Bezelda, a Mermaid, when Joe was my 
Dolphin Lover. Each time we have wove together the male and 
female Christ Consciousness or the All that is within the Violet 
String of the Harp into a New Symphony of Love for God to 
Experience.

And here we are just about to do it again.

We become one with source or all that God is by becoming one 
with all frequencies within the Cosmic Sun. That frequency 
signature of the Sun is OM. That is the name, just like my name is
Of the Breath of Light. This meaning of OM includes moving 
every cell in your body into the plasma, the pre plasma, the 
gamma, the x ray, ultra violet blue, the white light, the heliotalic 
pink pastel and the Zero Point of the Infinite Unknown to allow 
all possibilities to present themselves.

The final stage of the alignment awaits the pure of heart. When 
the heart and mind are full of the ENTIRE SPECTRUM OF THE 
SUN, a TRANSFORMING WILL HAPPEN.

It will be the pure of heart whom join the fourth dimensional 
reality as the crystal heart absorbs more and more frequencies 
of all spheres and aligns into all crystal hearts as one crystal 
heart, the heart grows in purity.



This is what will cause the body to first become a ghost like 
plasma body and then a few seconds later a light body and then 
the body will disappear because it will move into the place that is
now invisible to those in this realm.

THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES 
LIGHT AND SOUND TECHNOLOGY

by Dr. Angela Barnett
Crystal Magic Orchestra.com
krystalaimagic@gmail.com

CHAPTER ONE

THE MUSIC OF THE SPHERES LIGHT AND SOUND TECHNOLOGY

The Spheres are the Light Bands that spin clockwise and counter 
clockwise in motion. The Entity can spin these spheres with their 
Consciousness and Energy and Intent. The Most Outer Sphere is the 
Sphere that contains the Highest Frequency, the Highest 
Consciousness. It contains the Violet Frequency, the Zero Point 
Frequency, the Frequency of Transmutation, the Frequency of LOVE, 
the Frequency of the Mind of God. When we Spin that outer most 
sphere- and we always spin it clockwise- we are also causing all of the



inner spheres within spheres within spheres to Spin. We need to spin 
all of the inner spheres into Oneness with the outer sphere.

When we spin this most outer sphere Clockwise around the body, the
spheres create a Sound within the brain. That sound is Music that is 
being created by the spinning of the Spheres. The speed that each 
sphere spins creates its own special music. The slower spin rate 
creates a different music than the outer sphere with the fastest spin 
rate, and a new symphony is created when all of the inner spheres are
spinning within the outer sphere that is sending its music through all 
of the other spheres and finally into the brain.

When the violet sphere is spinning and enveloping all of the other 
spheres within it, and that sound is being heard within the brain, the 
reality of the being hearing this sound begins to transform into a new
reality, a reality in a different dimension.

The spinning of the spheres creates an electromagnetic flux. This 
rotation creates a torsion field. The torsion field created by the 
electromagnetic spin drills through the form held within the body. 
The electromagnetic spin drills through the atomic structure and into 
the sub atomic structure and deeper into the omni particles of the 
atomic structure into the quantum field of reality and then deeper 
into the etheric crystalline grid structure within the omni particles. The
spin drills into the carbules and into the tubules of the structure and 
continues to drill into the zero point structure of inertia, were there is 
a disappearance of the structure of that atomic structure and the 
appearance of a new structure within the most etheric level of the 
atom itself.

This transformation of the structure within the body takes place as a 
result of the entity spinning the outer most band of light energy 
faster and faster by using their breath and their consciousness.



The consciousness must stay focused on that outer most band of 
Divine Love and the breath spins it faster and faster by feeling the 
distance between where you are and where the sphere of energy 
exists. It is this focus on the distance between the two points that 
allows the new reality to be felt within the body.

For instance, when I breath to spin the spheres around me, I first 
focus on spinning that sphere around me and seeing my self riding in
that sphere into the Core of Earth and then through the Earth and 
then four dimensions on the other side of the Earth and then I feel 
the looping around the Earth and riding in the sphere into the Sun 
and the looping over into the fifth sphere where I can feel the gamma
waves of the Sun intersect with the Heliotalic Violet Wave. I can feel 
these spheres of light creating the neutron wave which creates a very 
high frequency and a music that I can feel that it creates. When I feel 
that music in my brain, I exhale that sound and I record it.

That is how I create all of my music. It is all created from the Music of 
the Spheres. I collect more and more of this music in the same 
manner. Each time I begin new music, I take different rides within the 
spheres of light to different dimensions and looping into different 
fields of light and feeling new sounds or music coming into my brain. 
I collect sounds that are created by the music of the spheres in each 
dimension, I collect sounds from the spheres that hold each of the 
Suns within them, I create sounds from the spheres that hold Divine 
Energy within them.

All of these frequencies of Consciousness are the Music that changes 
one reality into another reality.

What happens when an electromagnetic field begins to spin? The 
speed of the spin creates a pitch sound in the brain. The pitch sound 
in the brain is over riding the negative and positive clouds. The 
electromagnetic field over rides the negative and positive and the 



positrons. It actually drills a hole through the layers of electrical mass. 
Those that are not a conduit of the electrical field, such as hydrogen 
gas, is not a conduit of the electrical field. But, when we add one 
more spin or one more particle to it, it then becomes a hydrogen 
engine. So if we change H20 into h2o3he3 we get the hydrolaise on 
the spiritual side to recombine into the hydrogen that creates the 
hydrogen engine. And we do not do this in the space craft. We do 
this in our body. We turn our body into the plasma space ship that 
can remove time and space.

Mass is condensed layers of electrical charges. When the bands begin
to spin, the mass is removed. The outer bands or spheres of the body 
have a cumulative effect on every cell as spheres spin faster and 
faster, and the cumulative effect is increased into cell upon cell upon 
tissue, and then upon the mass of tissue and its individuality has 
slight fluctuations. But, they are all producing this enormous band 
width. 

We have one sphere that is the physical band that absolutely 
represents the density of the mass of the body. We have an outward 
band that represents the Mind. When we put those two together we 
see how mind influences matter. 

The density of the body is having a hole drilled through it. The outer 
band or sphere is drilling a hole through the body into the most 
etheric level of the atomic structure. 

The outer band is the drill that is about to flux the inner band of 
mass. So when we rotate the spheres with consciousness and breath 
we are drilling a hole, or removing the density of the mass and 
replacing it with the electromagnetic field which has no mass.

The spinning of the outer sphere clockwise, at the speed ten 
thousand times the speed of light, is what drills the holes into the 



bands of electrical mass itself. As a hole begins to appear, HIGH 
FREQUENCY over rides static electrical mass. So, as High Frequency is 
applied to electrical fields of mass, then what it does is it begins to 
neutralize them and over ride them, and you see a hole starting to 
appear.

There are several layers of omni that we want to bore through. We 
bore through to finally displace original omnions to reveal the 
delicate strings of a grid called point zero radiation. When we 
displace the omnions, we move faster than the gamma wave. We 
move into the zero point energy of the quantum state and that is 
what we ride on, in our great plasma ship.

Our body turns into a golden merkaba, or the golden egg. It becomes
its own space ship or plasma ship.

We want to reach the neutral omni because we have displaced inertia.
We then follow the omni in discrete lines of velocity. The grids are so 
tiny that we must stay focused and ride on them deep within our 
omni particle within the atom. The tiny grid lines are like fine hairs or 
tiny harp strings. When we ride on the Violet Harp string, we change 
our reality.

There is then a new set of omni within the golden egg. We ride on 
that new field of energy into a new reality.

We drill a hole by over riding frequency. The hole is called a tubule. 
Omni Heli Centrical tube. That tube is reaching the center of neutral 
force. When we do that we have asserted in all of the omnis that 
create atoms. We are asserting their inertia, and then over riding it 
with the higher frequency. When we do that we neutralize inertia.

This causes us to levitate. It causes the removal of gravity. This is how 
we remove DENSITY. Elaika already measured how much density is 



automatically removed when I listened to my music and added the 
meditation journey that I take to collect the frequencies that I place in
the music. This is absolute proof that this formula of spinning the 
outer band fast enough to create the music of the spheres that 
creates this highest frequency and then feeling and hearing that 
music in my brain and exhaling that frequency into the music allows 
me to KEEP the neutralized inertia created by the Music, that is only 
temporarily created by the spinning of the bands. If we can keep 
tuned into that frequency for a long enough time we can drill this 
hole through our atoms and into the microtubules and SHIFT our 
body into more and more Light Frequency until the body finally turns 
into light.

This is how it is done.

This is how we make the body turn into light by listening to the music
of the spheres.

So, the music bores holes into the fabric of space, and this allows the 
body to disappear through that fabric into a new reality. We achieve 
neutrality. We over ride inertia and this neutralizes it. When we do 
that, we neutralize gravity.

This allows us to rise above the material world in actuality. Not just in 
metaphysical thought, but in actuality. This causes the body to rise 
above that which is seen by the third dimensional world.

We become so focused on the spinning of the bands and the sound 
that is created, which is the music of the spheres, that we allow this 
music to actually bore holes through the fabric of space and through 
the omnions of the cells. The music of the spheres is what removes 
the gravity and shifts us into the new reality that is beyond the 
material world because we use the electromagnetic flux to drill a hole 



through time and space, and move into neutrality and then when we 
arrive in neutrality we ride the harp string into the higher dimensions.

When you get the feeling that your body has disappeared, it is 
because it has. We must maintain that level of frequency within  
consciousness where there is so little density that the body feels like it
disappeared. That is called the trance state. We must move into the 
mid brain and the violet brain before this state can happen.

The yellow brain in the upper cerebellum is chemical responsive. That 
is not going to help us turn into light. However we have pathways 
that connect into the yellow brain from the mid brain and the violet 
brain. We must turn on the violet brain and create a new path from 
the subconscious, mind of God, into the thinking brain.
The mid brain is a very detached center of receivership where 
information comes in unattached to emotions. It only has pictures of 
the future.

So, while we are using the yellow brain, all responses are created by 
the stimulus of the chemicals in the brain creating a fear response.

The yellow brain causes resistance. The resistance is overwhelming. 
The yellow brain will fight to maintain its chemical control.

We must move to the part of the brain that is ultra high frequency in 
the lower cerebellum. This is the violet brain. Now we are 
manufacturing electromagnetic fields of frequencies rather than 
emotions. 

We raise energy with force. When we raise our energy higher than the
third seal or the yellow brain, we move into analogical mind. We 
move into the subconscious and we spin the bands from the 
subconscious, we become nobody, but we become the force that is 
compelling those bands to spin greater and greater. When I feel 



completely gone. When I feel like my body has disappeared, then my 
spheres begin to spin so fast that they move me from one dimension 
to another at a speed ten thousand times faster than the speed of 
light. I commonly travel that far each night in my astral work. This 
becomes the normal reality more and more as we practice.

When we spin the spheres faster and faster, the subconscious shoots 
a frequency into the bands. It creates an electromagnetic flux 
allowing billions of omni tubules to start to form. They are so minute 
that you cannot see them, but they are like little spikes all over the 
body caused by the drilling into the omni field. That is the torsion 
field that begins the raising of the energy. This field is in concert with 
every atomic structure that makes itself known as a molecule, as 
tissue, and everything that is mass, from its atomic structure up is 
now starting to spin. The whole body becomes porous, but is held 
together by the subconscious called God.

The spheres are actually boring holes with the music or singing 
frequencies from the inside out into the omni field until it reaches 
neutral omni: and, when it does it is non gravity specific. And then we 
see what is inside of the rain bow field of a neon light reality. We 
watch the disappearing entity move through a rainbow prism. And 
then he is gone from the sight of those who have not raised their 
frequencies by spinning their spheres in to the music of 
transformation.

Those who are in the rainbow prism can make themselves visible to 
those who raise their frequencies high enough into that realm, even if
it is only to raise the vision temporarily to see them. The appearing 
entity comes from the rainbow of the intense electrical field. I was 
able to see Elaika standing on a mountain above the clouds because 
he was within a rainbow prism of the intense electrical field allowing 
him to be seen by my fourth dimensional eyes.



Elaika will appear again through this intense electrical field to those 
who will remove their density and move into the music of LOVE on 
February 11 in my lecture room at ten a.m. at the HILTON HOTEL 
during the CONSCIOUS LIFE EXPO. The lecture is TURNING INTO 
LIGHT by Dr. Angela Barnett. I will be in Century C at ten a.m.

There will be four million entities who are in the rainbow prism. Some 
people will see them as spheres of light, and some can take pictures 
with their digital cameras. Elaika will become visible to those who are 
ready to see. I have seen him before, so I know I have the fourth 
dimensional vision that is needed. The digital camera also has the 
infra red vision that can capture light energy.



BECOMING THE LIGHT BODY

In order to become a Light Body, we must learn to play the Harp 
like the Angels do. The Angelic Consciousness in the Cosmic 
Sphere of the Music of the Spheres is played by the Breaths of 
the Highest Angels.

The Elohim of Hearing taught me how to connect my Soul and 
Spirit into the Violet Harp string of the Outer Sphere. I used the 
gift and the formula that they taught me over several years to 
create the Eternal Life Album. It was the same formula that I used
to create the Eternal Life Album that brought my husband back 
to life after he was possessed by three demons and run over on 
the free way by three trucks and five cars. I returned him to his 
body after he had been gone from his body for several days and 
declared dead in the hospital. 

My Creation Team first sent to me a team from the Elohim 
Raceline to show me how to use the Crystal Light, Crystal Dust 
and Crystal Gel Spheres containing this transformational 
substance of Pre Light and Sound as a Cosmic Microphone that 
allowed me to stream the Sounds of the Music of the Spheres 
into my brain and then my breath and to exhale those 
Frequencies into my MAGIC MICROPHONE that is made of this 
Etheric Magical Substance that Stars are made of. 

They taught me how to play this Cosmic Harp that would activate
the Violet Brain within me, so that every breath I take and every 
breath I exhale would allow me to live within the spheres within 
spheres within spheres of this Magical Music that transforms all 
into one continuous Symphony of Love. Each time I spin these 
three spheres together they create the highest resonance and 
that resonance translates all that I Intend into a magical 
encounter that will present itself to the one who listens to the 
music.



The three spheres of the highest musical frequency are the tiniest
harp string within the structure of the atomic make up of the 
body. When I breathe my Creation Consciousness onto that harp 
string, all of the lower harp strings of the mind become 
translated into a new language, a new sound and a new reality. 
This is what takes place each time I create an ETERNAL LIFE 
ALBUM for an Individual.

When we breathe to connect our Consciousness into the Cosmic 
Sphere of Eternal Creation, we activate all of the lower strings on 
the Harp. The Highest Frequency Sends the highest resonance of 
Cosmic Consciousness into all of the Lower Strings on the Harp.

These harp strings actually exist deep within the Soma of our 
Atoms. The Soma looks like a sphere that is surrounded by a 
mote of water, just like a castle wall. Inside of the Soma there are
these tiny little hair like fabrics that look like a harp string. These 
strings actually appear to be tiny little spheres sitting on top of 
each other inside of the DNA. They are separated by electrons. 
The Fewer the Electrons the more positive the charge is. So the 
More electrons, the more negative the charge is. So there is a 
Polarization of the positive and the negative charges in the 
nucleus of the Mortal Cell Structure. However there is absolutely 
no polarization of positive and negative charges in the Immortal 
DNA.

That harp string that resonates at the highest frequency has Zero 
Electrons. We must move into this Zero Point to become the 
Seventh Level man where life and death appear simultaneously. 
The polarization becomes dissolved when the sphere that has 
zero electrons sings through the other spheres. The removal of 
the polarization is what allows us to become Christ 
Consciousness.



When the electrons become dissolved, there is no more 
polarization. When there is no more polarization in one cell, the 
entire body transforms.

 The removal of polarization means the removal between matter 
and the anti matter, the physical and the spiritual. When 
Polarization is removed, we become Christ. We become Super 
Human.

The Elohim of Hearing taught me how to connect my Soul and 
Spirit into the Violet Harp string of the Outer Sphere. I used the 
gift and the formula that they taught me over several years to 
create the Eternal Life Album. It was the same formula that I used
to create the Eternal Life Album that brought my husband back 
to life after he was possessed by three demons and run over on 
the free way by three trucks and five cars. I returned him to his 
body after he had been gone from his body for several days and 
declared dead in the hospital. 

When Joe was possessed by the three demons while we were 
opening the first Ascension Portal by drilling a hole through the 
Earth's body with the Violet Sphere, Jesus, Elaika, Michael, 
Raphael, Gabriel, Ariel and Uriel were there with us. Jesus told 
me that thousands of Angels tried to bring Joe back, but I was 
the only one who could bring him back. They said they could not 
do this. I was later told by my Ascension Team that I had 
remembered how to do these things because I had done them 
before may times, including the time when Jesus was nailed to 
the Cross and I had placed my Spirit in him to bring him back 
into his body. I was told this by Jesus, himself. This 
transformational process of bringing the Highest Frequencies 
into the human cellular memory to reconnect the Eternal Life of 
the Super Human- in Man was what I had done by moving my 
Spirit into my beloved husband and my beloved Jesus.



They taught me how to use Crystal Light, Crystal Gel and Crystal 
Dust to remove the polarity of the negative and positive 
electrons. It is the pre light and sound Frequencies within the 
Liquid Light or Vapor of the pre plasma of the Gamma that is 
contained within the three Crystal Spheres that I connect my 
consciousness through to TRANSFORM THE SOUND. The 
Transformation of Sound actually means unplugging from the 
polarized Mortal Mind and plugging in to the Immortal Mind of 
the Sub Conscious. This can only be done in the Pink White Violet
String of the Music of the Spheres. This is the highest frequency 
that removes the polarization of Electrons.

AQUAFARIAN TRANSFORMATION

In our Quantum Level Biology lab we are working with minute 
organisms called Elemental s. We work specifically with Minute, 
Microscopic Entities that I call the Aquafarians. The Aquafarians 
are water fairies who have showed me in my dreams this display 
of Electrons within the Soma of my DNA. This would be 
impossible to see with normal Scientific Technology.

In my dreams at the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse, 
where Elaika, Jesus, Raphael and Uriel have been my teachers, I 
was shown this layering of these tiny little spheres upon spheres 
upon spheres within the Soma of the DNA. To regular scientists, 
these would look like a layer of stones, however, at the etheric 
level of vision they are more like the spheres of the music of the 
spheres.



Scientists call these protein atoms.  Each of these tiny atoms have
electrons spinning in and out and around them. The nucleus of 
atoms have negative and positive charges. The Fewer the 
Electrons the more positive the charge is. So the More electrons, 
the more negative the charge is. So there is a Polarization of the 
positive and the negative charges in the nucleus in the Mortal 
DNA.

The free flowing electrons between the stack of atoms do not 
belong to any one atom because they are swimming in and out 
of the stack of tiny protein atoms. So these atoms could become 
polarized into negative or positive at any time.

Since we have these electrons dancing back and forth between 
positive and negative charges, we are working with Elemental s 
who are receptive to Frequencies. The Aquafarians are the Angels
who Sing the Frequencies into the Harp strings of the DNA at the
Quantum Level.

The carbules are like strings on the harp. They are the 
Aquafarians (water fairies) singing their song of love through 
their etheric angelic breaths that send the transformational violet
sound through all of the harp strings. When the Aquafarians 
Strum or sing the highest string on the harp, the highest 
frequency of the violet light and sound of Divine Love melts 
away all of the other harp strings and moves them into a new 
orchestration that transforms their sound into the Violet 
Symphony of Love. When that Violet String is played, it 
Transforms Reality through one being at a time.

When the Violet String is Heard through the other Harp Strings, 
the lower strings begin their Evolution. They begin to transform 
into a new Multi Dimensional Choir of Realities.



Inside of the neuron nerve fiber there are six other bodies within 
its skeletal structure. What holds it in its three dimensional mass 
is the harmonics of the fabric receptors at the Quantum Level. 
The electrons that flow in and out of the protein atom grid of the
fiber itself create the resonate vibration that holds the hologram 
of matter together.

The etheric spheres or strings in the harp that go beyond the 
light body do not have electrons. Electrons are given visible birth 
because they constitute polarity.

Some carbules have an electron cloud because those carbules are 
connected from the light body down. So this cell can glow. It can 
glow from the inside out because if you strum the carbules of its 
body it will glow. However if you strum the blue body this will 
appear like a negative. Your network of webs become visible.

Lets say this nerve neuron has reached its capacity in your brain. 
It is finished with its life. So this belonged to the Human Brain 
nerve strata and it was created exclusively for HUMANS. But now
we want to become something else. We are done being Humans. 
We are finished being Mortals. The Music of the Spheres will 
dissolve the old reality and allow us to move into the rainbow 
prism of infinite new neon colors that we will use to paint our 
new movie on the movie screen of our new mind.



To become something else we need to move into this Frequency 
of the Pink White Violet Sphere and allow the transformation to 
happen in the etheric levels of the DNA. We must play the harp 
strings of the DNA in order to vibrate in harmonic unison with 
the highest frequency, which causes all of the lower strings to 
melt into the resonation of the highest string. 

This causes all of the strings in the DNA to melt away or dissolve. 
This is the transformation that is required before the new man 
can appear. The new harp strings are connected into the Mind of 
God through the transformation of the violet string.

The being has a dream in the deep sleep of becoming a new life 
in a different reality. That dream is within a completely different 
reality- a different frequency – a new place and time. The being 
must dream this dream into his being by placing it in the etheric 
web of the strings in the DNA within the neurotransmitters.

The being visualizes the dream after moving into the highest 
frequency of the violet string. The being falls asleep because the 
frequencies are so high that they have slow, long waves that are 
pulling consciousness into the Cosmos. It is a very long distance, 
so the waves are very slow. The waves are not low frequency. The
waves are an extremely high frequency which causes a long, slow
wave to pull the consciousness far, far away into the 
transformational chambers of the SPHERE of Cosmic 
Consciousness.



Since the dream of the NEW REALITY does not exist in the old 
DNA, the neuronet fires, but can not find the reality. So, the 
soma becomes agitated while searching for a new reality. This 
causes the nerves to light up and fire a new reality into the 
etheric fiber of the DNA. This firing deep within the nerves 
causes the interconnecting nerves to pierce the soma and begin 
to Fire simultaneously. That causes a digging a hole into the 
heart of the soma to search for a new reality. The new reality 
must be created in a new set of harp strings, in a new set of DNA.

An electrocution takes place in the soma and it creates a 
wonderful new quality in the entire cellular memory. It causes a 
vibration to occur in the cell. That vibration comes from the 
fabric like etheric substance which look just like the five spheres 
(the Music of the Spheres). It is the skeleton inside of the body of
the atom. The reason the etheric fabric does this is because the 
dream of the humans potential exists in a mind that is 
superhuman. The mind that is super human does not live in the 
mortal DNA, but, it does live within the immortal DNA – in the 
harp strings of the super human Christ Consciousness. 

This superior mind strums the image, sings the image. The 
harmonic fibers vibrate in a harmonic movement. The skeleton of
the body of the DNA dissolves. It erases itself. Only the soma and
the fabric of Super Consciousness remains and it imprints itself 
on the new DNA.  The new DNA cannot appear until the old DNA
becomes dissolved.

It turns into a Thick GEL. It becomes a Cocoon ready to give birth 
to a Butterfly. The Soma has dreamed the super human into 
existence just like the cocoon dreams the butterfly into existence.



Hormones do not work in the new reality. The synaptic Cleft has 
replaced the hormones. Hormones were the creators of the 
Mortal Man. Now we are creating the Immortal Man- the Super 
Man. 

We evolve into this through the Quality of Consciousness by 
absorbing New Knowledge of a New Reality. This becomes a 
building block for a new reality to be dreamed into a new you. 
The microscopic fabric within the soma of the neurotransmitters 
dissolve the entire mass of the DNA. Those old realities in the old
DNA must be dissolved before a new reality can be dreamed. So, 
I  breathe the new frequency of the violet string into your DNA in
Consciousness to melt away the old realities and allow a new 
reality to be formed on your new DNA. Your Eternal Life Album 
plays the harp strings within the DNA to prepare your 
Consciousness to  sing a new song of Love Transformation into 
the Christ Consciousness. 

The harp strings vibrate all the way from the infinite unknown 
neurotransmitters that have no electrons. The song becomes 
frequency. A very high sweet frequency. The voice becomes 
transformed into this new frequency of etheric sweetness. And 
that song sings through the DNA until the old DNA melts away. 

That new song sung through the breaths of Angels effects the 
entire fiber core net work of the cell, the neuronet, the DNA. 
Only one cell in the body needs to become transformed before 
the entire body transforms into the Christ body.



The new breath of creation sung from the violet sphere 
transmutes all of the lower spheres. The Cosmic transforms the 
Universal and the Galactic and the Solar and the Planetary 
Consciousness. The spheres within the DNA transform all the way
down into the density of visible light. The invisible light becomes
the blue hue to the mind who is beginning this transformation. 
Those of you who have followed my Candle Technique and used 
the Full Spectrum of Light Energy just like we use this harp 
string. Each of the strings on the harp string are the same as the 
light spectrum in the candle flame.

When we take the body completely into the candle flame of the 
full light spectrum of the Mind of God, we are transforming the 
tiny little harp strings within the soma of the neuronet. We are 
allowing the highest frequency to strum the harp strings of our 
minds. We are reconnecting to the Mind of God.

The light of transformation is coming from the new frequencies 
sent from the Suns of the Universe agreeing to share their 
frequency signatures as One in order to restore the Universal 
Alignment so that Gaia can become the Savior of the Universe. 
Each stellar wave infusion that was brought to Earth from the 
Universal Suns brought more of this transformational energy 
that is needed to activate the Super Human Consciousness.



All of those frequencies needed to be combined into the highest 
frequencies through the Music of the Spheres. This is why the 
Elohim Angels handed me the three Crystal Spheres of Crystal 
Liquid Light, Crystal Gel and Crystal Dust. They told me to weave 
these sets of crystalline energy that all of the suns and stars are 
created from into one Crystal Sphere and hold it above my head 
– 36 inches in order for the activation of the Music of the Spheres
through the Violet String on the Harp strings. They had me begin
by taking the spheres up to 24 inches above my head into the 
Universal or Christic Sphere of the 12 dimensional Consciousness 
and connect to the Consciousness of the Elohim of Hearing, 
which means the Christ Consciousness.

However, the Christ Consciousness must be activated through 
the Transformational Consciousness of the Cosmic Consciousness
which is the original breath of the Mind of God. That 
transformational Frequency is 36 inches above the head.

These frequencies of Consciousness are created through 
technology the Merkaba Spheres that spin energy of 
consciousness at different rhythmic spin rates. The Cosmic 
Merkaba placed around the body is defined through the bottom 
dimensional Core of Earth and the top point of the Merkaba 
triangle facing upward touching the God Realm Cosmic 
Consciousness through the Sphere of this Violet Pink Pastel 
Transformational Divine Love which holds the entire Cosmos 
within the Mind of God. All that exists within these Infinite 
Frequencies of Divine Loves Creation spin faster and faster 
beyond the speed of light into the Oneness of No Time where 
only God Exists, and all that is Light restores this Symphony of 
Love through the Music of the Spheres.



When the body is placed within this Cosmic Merkaba, the heart 
of the body becomes in tune with or in the exact same rhythmic 
frequency as the heart of Mother Earth, the heart of the Universe 
and the Cosmos. The term heart and heart beat meet at the place
where the upper triangle of the merkaba and the lower triangle 
of the merkaba intersect through a spinning of all that is in the 
Consciousness within spinning into the Consciousness of all that 
is in the Consciousness of the Outer. When the body is returned 
to that spin rate of the Cosmic Sphere, the Electrons disappear. 
Polarity disappears. There is no more positive and negative 
charge of electrons creating density. There is only pure 
consciousness.

The electrons redefine themselves. The skeleton that appears is a 
Christ. It reformulates its neuro mass to fit the control of the 
Mind of God. The brain has changed to become the facilitator of 
the super human.

Our bodies will go into a deep sleep, like a hybernization. The 
change will be through chrysalis. As the Celestiline enters into 
our bodies from the waves of stardust and prana, it causes a light
to flash and create a new reality in flash.

Our brains must go into a deep level of sleep as we are pulled 
back into Oneness with the original creation point of Source, the 
Idea, the Thought, the Intention and the Manifestation of the 
New Idea.

The body will always be held in tact within the field of God 
Source. However, at the same time, we will disappear for nano 
seconds at a time to realign in the new idea.



God creates each idea within a sphere of Hydroplasm. There is a 
cloud of hydrolaise which is first frozen and then warmed into 
various chemical structures of light and sound. The blue print of 
the idea is simultaneously created at all levels of manifestation 
from hertzian, to infra red, to visible, invisible light, x ray and 
gamma wave. This means the invisible, etheric reality of the 
thought of God is manifest at the same instant that the new body
flashes on in the dimension that will be in our new perception.

During this very rapid transition, the body goes into lucid 
dreaming, psychedelic sleep. When we awaken, we will first 
notice something different about our bodies, the way we feel and
look, our hopes and desires will have completely changed. We 
will know we are Christ. We will know we have become the mind 
of God manifest. We will open our eyes on to a new reality 
because our perception will have been completely translated.

The skeletal structure of each cell will be dissolved and then a 
new imprint will replace it. The old DNA will still exist – but with 
a new imprint placed upon it by the mind of God. The new 
imprint will manifest as a new body. The body is made from a 
chip of light or the breath of God breathed to create a spark. This
creates a hologram or a dot matrix body. The hydro plasma and 
hydrolaise and hydrogelaisic chemical interactions with light and 
sound create a new form in space. That new form is imprinted 
upon the tissue of the body. The carbules in the soma of each 
DNA begin to fire a new reality from the synaptic cleft.



The entire lightning effect of the carbules in their vibrating 
change imprint the DNA with the new living status. The new 
program is exactly like a caterpillar becoming a cocoon 
becoming a butterfly. The cocoon uses the light of the Sun to 
create a gelaisic chrysalis of crystal light crystal dust and crystal 
gel of light frequency and utilizes the gelaisic transformational 
substance of the heliotalic violet silver pink wave frequency.

The cocoon is the consciousness that is taken into the 
transformational factory of the violet frequency of OM which 
holds the entire Frequency of the Cosmic Sun within it. The violet
harp strings allow a new music or a new reality to be played upon
reality.

The form holding substance is removed to a new dream.

The cocoon becomes transparent, invisible, transforms. Exactly 
the same process takes place in the transformation of the DNA all
of the old programming of density of the body dissolves into a 
new consciousness-- a Christ Consciousness of a form that is 
being played into existence through the harp strings- the cosmic 
harp strings of the violet transform the invisible light into the 
blue hue- a new reality is born.

The Frequency specific feeling takes place in consciousness to 
transpose the DNA to be strummed by the Mind of God. The 
violet string becomes the conductor of the human plan.

The caterpillar knows how to use the quality of light of the sun.



The caterpillar goes to sleep. Hybernization is done through the 
autonomic neurons system that is connected to the Mid Brain 
section of the brain. The nervous system controls body function 
of the heat and temperature and blood pressure, controls 
appetite and simple bio process of elimination. 

Caterpillar goes to sleep through frequency specific mid brain.

Its autonomic system moves it into slow hybernization. we can 
do this by using the candle to teach us to move into the blue hue 
in the brain and stay there for several hours.

The heartbeat slows down, biology slows down in psychedelic 
sleep, lucid dreaming is a state of hybernization when we move 
into the Cosmic Sphere of Consciousness. This happens when we 
use the Candle Technique to move into the Full Spectrum of 
Light which transforms the invisible into the visible. The 
caterpillar still has the memory in its DNA telling it how to turn 
in to a butterfly and humans had that program removed from 
their DNA. We must remember how to use the DNA 
programming that the caterpillar remembers.

He visualizes himself becoming a butterfly. We must visualize 
ourselves becoming super human. The Christ- the etheric harp 
strings in us must be reconnected into the mind of God through 
the process of the violet string or sphere of cosmic energy. We 
must sing ourselves into our Christ hood.

We first create the list of who we want to become. The list might 
contain these ideas and many more.



The image and likeness of God the Eternal Life Body

The Christ Consciousness Realized The Enlightened One, the Blue 
Body, The Immortal, Fearless, Super, Heroic, Teleported, Walk 
through Walls, Remote Viewer, Body 20 years younger, vital, 
energetic, perfect self.

Write it, draw it, visualize it, dream it into being.

We must paint that reality on to our harp strings of our DNA.

We must sing that dream onto the harp strings. The highest 
frequency must strum the other harp strings into the etheric 
frequency that removes the electrons, that removes polarization, 
that removes space between spiritual physical, removes time and 
space.

You know this has happened when you feel like you have 
disappeared.

You strum your harp strings into the infinite unknown Mind of 
God.

The Mid Brain has psychic abilities. Sub Conscious Mind of God is
star dust. It reaches into all time and space and removes all time 
and space. All that is known is within the Mind of God.

What will happen?

You will be the same you but your DNA will be reprogrammed



The old DNA will melt away and become transmuted into your 
subconscious-the mind of God.

The Christ that was created by God will be written upon your dot 
matrix body- your divine blue print of the Idea of God.

You will align into the consciousness of Source and your mind 
will become empty.

Your last contract with Source will end and a new one will begin.

You will rise into harmonic universe two as you are lifted above 
the earth.

You will melt into the frequencies of the sun and you will 
disappear.

When you wake up, you will be changed. You will be brand new.

The first step is visualizing this transformation and 
understanding it. The Eternal Life Album is created by taking 
your body through this process for you, however, it is much 
better if you take your body through this process of 
transformation while you are listening to your Eternal Life 
Album.

It is much more helpful if you visualize the tiny little harp strings 
within your atoms and visualize a tiny little angel in your atoms 
strumming the highest string – the violet string and see that 
breath transform the strings below into that most etheric sound 
that is heard in the highest frequency.



You will find a new liberty as you become the god of your body. 
You will be able to manifest any thing you desire instantly if and 
when your Consciousness is actually within this new Frequency. 
When you hold your consciousness in the Violet String or the 
Violet Sphere of Cosmic Consciousness. Your Consciousness must
be in the Transformational Light Center before you can 
Magnetize the Frequencies of the Vision into your DNA. The 
vision of your desired manifestation must be felt as a frequency. 
You can then Strum that Frequency with the Violet Frequency to 
manufacture it in the transformational center. Only then, can the 
Mind of God manufacture the idea from the negative idea into 
the positive manifest EXPERIENCE.

An electrocution takes place in the soma and it creates a 
wonderful new quality in the entire cellular memory. It causes a 
vibration to occur in the cell. That vibration comes from the 
fabric like etheric substance which looks just like the five spheres 
(the Music of the Spheres). It is the skeleton inside of the body of
the atom. The reason the etheric fabric does this is because the 
dream of the humans potential exists in a mind that is 
superhuman. The mind that is super human does not live in the 
mortal DNA, but, it does live within the immortal DNA – in the 
harp strings of the super human Consciousness. 

The Original DNA template allows the highest frequency from 
the Music of the Spheres to melt away all of the Electrons within 
the cellular memory and replace the electrons with the Infinite 
Unknown Mind of God.



Think of five spheres or circles each one inside of the other. The 
highest sphere is the outer sphere and the highest frequency. 
That is the Cosmic Sphere. The next sphere is the Universal and 
then the Galactic, the Solar and the Planetary Sphere. The way 
that we spin these spheres together to bring all of the 
frequencies from the highest string or sphere into the body is to 
breathe with Intent with the focus on the outer sphere. The 
Breath needs to spin the sphere Clockwise.

 As the outer sphere spins clockwise it will intersect with the next
sphere within it and melt the higher frequencies into that sphere 
and then it will melt into the next sphere and then the next and 
the next until all of the spheres of the harp strings are transposed
into the highest frequency of the Pink White Violet Light 
transposing all of the Light and Sound into the Highest 
Frequency of the Music of the Spheres.

The movement of spinning the outer sphere clockwise is the 
same technology that is created by using the Merkaba to spin the
Spheres.

The highest harp string is the Pink White Violet Light string. That 
violet string is actually the 15th dimensional consciousness of the
Cosmos that contains the heliotalic and gamma pre light and 
sound frequencies that transform the skeleton of the neutron 
body into the Christ. 

This transposition occurs again at the Seventh harp string which 
is Violet. This Violet harp string begins the transposition because 
all of the DNA was turned off from the Original Man template, at
the crown Chakra. So, when the Violet string is activated and it 
pierces through the top of the head and from the connection 
point of the medulla oblongata within the lower cerebellum, the 
new Seventh Level man appears where death and life appear 
simultaneously.



This is all done by breathing and spinning the outer band or 
sphere clockwise and with intent to melt all of the lower 
frequencies into the harp string of the 15th dimensional pink 
white light heliotalic frequency of transformation.

This is the process that takes place when we move beyond the 
frequencies of the Electron and out into the pre light and pre 
sound spectrum of energy that is beyond electricity.

The etheric structure of the DNA re-connects into this pink white 
violet 15th dimensional string in the Cosmic Sphere of the Music 
of the Spheres, and this transforms the old DNA into the Christ 
Consciousness.

That harp string that resonates at the highest frequency has Zero 
Electrons. The polarization becomes dissolved when the sphere 
that has zero electrons sings through the other spheres. The 
removal of the polarization is what allows us to become a Super 
Being.

VIOLET BRAIN

You have been working very hard on staying focused in the 
high frequencies by spending so much time with the 
frequencies and working on all of the various elements of 
alignment. The requirement of actually TURNING INTO 
LIGHT requires this type of CONTINUOUS FOCUS. You 
maintain this almost continuous by all night and as often in 
the day as possible. I still see the one thing that is going to 
block you from slipping is your desire to focus on HISTORY 
instead of FUTURE. Your cellular memory cannot 
TRANSMUTE THE OLD so that there is a place for  the new 
until you stop holding on to the PAST. This is your main 
obstacle right now. I understand that you are proud of your 



past, but this is a time of TRANSMUTING THE ENTIRE 
HISTORY of our Creation and much of that history 
REVOLVES around you. I think this transmutation of your 
history is one of your main purposes for being here at this 
time. You have already done a lot to change the future of the 
Annunaki Race Line. Now, it is your turn to dissolve your 
history, because your DNA and cellular memory cannot 
change unless it is empty first.

The focus on the VIOLET BRAIN that I put in both of your 
new albums is what you need now. This is the part of the 
brain that transmutes the old yellow brain and creates a path
through the Violet Flame of Transmutation, allowing only the 
Mind of God to do the thinking. This allows you complete 
freedom, and the synchronization where your entire life just 
unfolds perfectly around you. This is your next step before 
turning into light, you must live through the violet brain.



SATURATING THE BODY WITH THE OM FREQUENCY

We become one with source or all that God is by becoming one 
with all frequencies within the Cosmic Sun. That frequency 
signature of the Sun is OM. That is the name, just like my name is
Of the Breath of Light. This meaning of OM includes moving 
every cell in your body into the plasma, the pre plasma, the 
gamma, the x ray, ultra violet blue, the white light, the heliotalic 
pink pastel and the Zero Point of the Infinite Unknown to allow 
all possibilities to present themselves.

The final stage of the alignment awaits the pure of heart. When 
the heart and mind are full of the ENTIRE SPECTRUM OF THE 
SUN, a TRANSFORMING WILL HAPPEN.

It will be the pure of heart whom join the fourth dimensional 
reality as the crystal heart absorbs more and more frequencies 
of all spheres and aligns 

into all crystal hearts as one crystal heart, the heart grows in 
purity.

This is what will cause the body to first become a ghost like 
plasma body and then a few seconds later a light body and then 
the body will disappear because it will move into the place that is
now invisible to those in this realm.



The more we practice hearing and seeing that which can not be 
heard or seen, the easier this transformation takes place. This is 
why I have been practicing creating music that has such high 
frequencies that they cannot be heard on CD's and they shriek 
with frequencies that cannot be held on the wave player. 
However, most of them still sound wonderful on the mp3 player.

Well, that was until the last Plasma Brain album that I made. The 
music was audible on the CD player, but I'm sure I'm the only one
who could hear it.

This is a problem at this time. I hear things and see things that 
others can not. So, I don't know how to translate my reality 
without listening to my audience complain about not hearing my 
music or not liking it. That is o.k. as long as you realize that it is 
not my fault that the third dimension will not create fourth 
dimensional technology. I will conform as long as I must.

When complete resonance of oneness is established, the crystal 
heart rings in purity. This causes the new language, the 
frequency of oneness. 

This purity of heart creates the cells of the heart, the head the 
entire crystal cell structure of the body to sing in resonance with
the spirit body.



PROCESS OF MORPHING INTO THE LIGHT BODY

The first step in understanding how we move through this 
process of TURNING INTO LIGHT involves understanding 
ASPECTS, FREQUENCIES, the connection of Lower Fractal 
Consciousness to Higher Fractal Consciousness, the Facets of a 
Diamond reflected through the light spectrum and much much 
more.

There will be four million Entities from all over this Universe 
present at this lecture because they have already read my books,
and they are very excited to know what is being said and written 
in every moment by a member of the Creation Team. Those who 
are in the Universe and those who are here and the few Original 
Ones who have landed so far this month will be there. Elaika, 
who is the head of this Creation Team in the Energy Realm has 
agreed to be present. However, he made it clear that he can only 
be seen by those who are ready and are pure enough to see.

Elaika appeared to me as he really is in 2015. He appeared to be 
about ten thousand feet tall as he stood on top of Mt. Shasta so 
that we could easily see him as we drove down hwy 45. He is 
GORGEOUS. He is powerful. He is Sublime. I can't wait to see him
again.

A little more about what an aspect is.

All of this information comes from the dialogs that I have had 
with Elaika, and they can all be heard on my website, Crystal 
Magic Orchestra.com.



An Aspect can more easily be likened to Frequencies, 
Dimensions, the Consciousness and understanding available at 
each dimensional or frequency level. While I use the word 
Frequency, Elaika uses the word DENSITY.

It is the removal of Density, which is the RAISING OF 
FREQUENCIES, which allows one to rise into more Aspects of 
ones self. The higher we raise our frequencies, the more aspects 
we tune in to.

The problem of understanding that I kept having about aspects 
comes from Jesus using the word Aspect as people. St. Germain 
was an Aspect of Jesus, and so was Sananda, and so were most 
of the Disciples. Most important people on Earth were ASPECTS 
of Jesus.

And so when I asked Elaika and Jesus if MY ASPECTS were 
People they both said no. They said my Aspects are in my and 
floating around me. This means my Soul Aspect, my Over Soul 
Aspect and my Higher Self Aspect, are all here with me, but I 
need to HOOK UP with them.

When I turned by question of Aspects around to be like FACETS 
of who I am I got a better answer. I can think in Facets much 
easier than in Aspects because a facet is like all of rays of light 
that are taken on when the Diamond is in the LIGHT. Now, that 
resonates with ME.

And the more I resonate with these Facets of the light of the 
Diamond, the less dense I become and all of my Aspects unite 
into a new higher light.



This is why I try to teach this concept of Ascension through Light
and Sound instead of through names of people who were 
Aspects.

The true name of Sananda was Soma. Jesus explained that the 
one he originally named Soma was created from his likeness 
being displayed on Soma as God's likeness was displayed upon 
him. So this is to that as this is to that. Sananda was to display 
the ONENESS we are with our Father. But, Sananda was not God 
and he was not Jesus, He was the LIKENESS at the level of the 
SOMA which means the THIRD EYE. The Third Eye allows us to 
See as God Sees Us.

That was Soma. The name Sananda came from human beings. 
Elaika had never even heard of that name before. When we 
communicate with those who are coming to Earth, they would 
know Soma, and not Sananda.

St. Germain was another creation of the Likeness of Jesus. This 
time Jesus was creating the ABSTRACT. So that would mean the 
Fourth or Fifth Aspect including the Crystal Heart and the 
Thymus area where our Imagination blooms forth as a result of 
Oneness with the 8th dimensional frequencies of the Sun. This 
Violet Frequency includes all of the Sun's rays or frequencies 
wrapped within the Heliotalic Fourteenth Dimensional  Pastel 
Violet Frequency of Transmutation. When we bring this frequency
of the Sun into the Heart Area- actually the Thymus, Medulla 
oblongata, Seed atom and the Soul which is to the right and 
Under the Heart-- that is the area of ASPECT where St. Germain 
is UNDERSTOOD.



This completion of Aspects has already been perfectly taught 
and demonstrated in Ramtha's Teachings. We remove our density
and turn into light by raising our frequencies into the Violet 
String on the Harp string. When we raise our consciousness into 
the Violet String or Violet Wave or Violet Flame we are both 
looking at yourself through the THIRD EYE or SOMA and we are 
connecting our Seed Atom- the original one who was sent to 
Earth from the God Realm, we are connecting the Light of the 
Entire Sun, which is created of pre light and pre sound substance
of liquid light vapor, crystalline stardust, crystalline gelaisic 
transformation substance. When we REMOVE ALL DENSITY, the 
body actually disappears for a moment and then is re created 
through this Star Dust Transformation Process. And that is the 
way JESUS HOOKED MARY UP to all of her aspects or her FULL 
LIGHT POTENTIAL, and that is how I will HOOK MYSELF UP this 
time.

I AM IN THE THIRD PHASE OF MY MISSION

Phase one was to open the Ascension Portals, Phase two was to 
give the Portals a Consciousness of their own, and the third 
phase is to Welcome the Original Ones to Planet Earth and to 
invite them to use my Portals. This will allow the Original ones to
pass through the Ascension Portals next year after they are 
finished with their plan on Earth.

The Portals will be used in the Fourth Dimensional Earth Reality 
that connects Gaia into the Universe. So, you see my MISSION is 
for the Universe, not just for the Earth, and my mission is in the 
Fourth Dimension, not in the Third. I am working with those in 
the Universe at this time, to allow them to learn from Mary 
Magdalene about the Earth's Ascension. This is the greatest 
story in the Universe.

I have met with three leaders so far. The Eleiyai, the 
Eleayshendaizendy and the Elmeyaj. I have gone to Galactic

Party with the King of Tolska, Elohimset and Elmeyaj. 



The Fifth dimensional Original Ones from Andromeda will be first.
The Mother Ship of the Eleiyai is here. He will be bringing his 
Fleet first, and then the Eleayshendaizendy will bring their Fleet. 
I think they are all planning on meeting me one by one before 
they invite any of their Fleet. So, right now it is just their leader 
and me, Mary Magdalene- a one on one thing going on.

It is not taking as much time and attention as I thought it would. 
They just wake me up in the middle of the night and stand in the 
middle of our bed room and introduce themselves. I think this 
will continue until the end of the month. I'm not sure when they 
will invite their Fleets.

We usually astral travel over to my Central Portal and talk after 
they come to our bedroom. It looks like a Huge Ship sitting in the 
middle of the ocean with Honey Combs the size of ORB Bodies.

Next, they will all arrive by folding into space and then unfolding 
here. And somehow, they will unfold their spaceship after they 
arrive. Their spaceships will use the navigational algorithm of 
the Great White Lion Stargates. They will not be visible to anyone
on Earth. They have not allowed me to see them. But their 
presence so strong when they stand in front of me and talk that I
feel like I have seen them. It is possible that I saw them and 
forgot. I do that a lot.

They will spend one year communicating with all world 
governments and they plan to have FIRST CONTACT agreement 
within One year. That means, the rest of the Universe will be 
allowed to land on Earth next year. And at this same moment is 
when Jesus will announce his presence on Earth. I know who he 
is and where he is, but he will not be known until the agreement 
is set. At that time, Mary Magdalene will also be announced.



Jesus and I and a few other Creators will hook up to our 
complete Seven Level Complete Self and walk on Earth as 
Immortals in about three or four years, and then we will turn into 
light in front of the masses.

The Fourth Dimensional Entities who are already here will be at 
my lecture at the LAX HILTON on Feb 11. Elaika will make 
himself visible to those who can see

HARP STRINGS OF SUPER HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS

 Remember the reality is always in a frequency. The Earth's 
frequencies are actually being raised into the frequencies of 
Inner Earth and the Cloud Cities above us. This is the first step in
our Ascension. Those who transmute their DNA into the vision of 
this new reality will see it and those who do not will not see it.

The new body and the new reality will become completely 
activated by a Star burst which creates the Celestiline – the 
magical substance that sets the metamorphosis into activation.

Once our DNA is reactivated, our bodies will go through a very 
fast transition in a matter of a nano second.



Our bodies will go into a deep sleep, like a hybernization. The 
change will be through chrysalis. As the Celestiline enters into 
our bodies from the waves of star burst and prana, it causes a 
light to flash and create a new reality. Our brains will go into a 
deep level of sleep as we are pulled back into Oneness with the 
original creation point of Source, the Idea, the Thought, the 
Intention and the Manifestation of the New Idea.

The body will always be held in tact within the field of God 
Source. However, at the same time, we will disappear for nano 
seconds at a time to realign in the new idea.

God creates each idea within a sphere of Hydroplasm. The body 
becomes the Christ when the H20 of the body becomes 
H2O2HE3. We achieve this by consciously translating the water 
that we drink into Spiritual Water through the Conscious activity 
of using the Three Crystal Spheres of Transformation. 

We do this by taking the water we drink into the Crystal Spheres 
and holding it in consciousness 36 inches above the head and 
visualizing its transformation into the crystallization of H2O2HE3
– Spiritual Water – hydrolaise.

There is a cloud of hydrolaise which is first frozen and then 
warmed into various chemical structures of vapor through light 
and sound. The blue print of the idea is simultaneously created 
at all levels of manifestation from hertizian, to infra red, to 
visible, invisible light, x ray and gamma wave. This means the 
invisible, etheric reality of the thought of God is manifest at the 
same instant that the new body flashes on in the dimension that 
will be in our new perception.



During this very rapid transition, the body goes into lucid 
dreaming, psychedelic sleep, the body shuts down the desire to 
eat and the bowel and urinary functions are shut down. There is 
a prolonged chemical change in the body.

When we awaken, we will first notice something different about 
our bodies, the way we feel and look, our hopes and desires will 
have completely changed. We will know we are Christ. We will 
know we have become the mind of God manifest. We will open 
our eyes on to a new reality because our perception will have 
been completely translated.

The skeletal structure of each cell will be dissolved and then a 
new imprint will replace it. The old DNA will still exist – but with 
a new imprint placed upon it by the mind of God. The new imprint
will manifest as a new body. The body is made from a chip of 
light or the breath of God breathed to create a spark. This 
creates a hologram or a dot matrix body. The hydro plasma and 
hydrolaise and hydrogelaisic chemical interactions with light and
sound create a new form in space. That new form is imprinted 
upon the tissue of the body. The carbules in the soma of each 
DNA begin to fire a new reality from the synaptic cleft.

Please do a little research by going to google and look at 
diagrams of the brain. All of the parts of the brain that are 
mentioned in this text can be found by searching your google or 
yahoo research tools.

How do we achieve ETERNAL LIFE? It is simple. We shift a few  
degrees back into our original alignment with our PERFECT SELF.

Why is something that sounds so easy so difficult? First of all, 
nobody believes it is true so we have this Mass Consciousness 
creating a different reality.



Second, we need to learn how to get rid of that 15 degree 
blockage.

It is true that after we begin the process of removing the problem
that it may take some time for the healing process to take place.

Lucky for us, the entire Earth is going through the same Healing 
process that we are.

What is not true is that every one will go through this healing 
process even if they don't attempt to initiate it.

I am going to tell you how to initiate the process. I create 
ETERNAL LIFE ALBUMS to initiate the process.

Our Normal body was aligned perfectly into three spheres of 
Consciousness. One sphere surrounded the body from the top 
and the bottom of the sphere went through the Heart Chakra 
area. That sphere is called the aVAyas Body. There are two more 
spheres that intersect at the Crystal Heart - one from the bottom 
left side and one from the bottom right side. They are called the 
aVEyas Bodies.

All three of those spheres are in a larger sphere called the Aya 
Body. That would be the sphere that connects to the Source 
Consciousness of the Infinite Unknown.

The upper Sphere is the Eiron Body or the Thermal Plasma Body 
(This would be equivalent to the 14th dimensional Heliotalic 
Cosmic Energy of pink white light or the Full Spectrum of Light 
energy.
That Body is the Main Body that holds our NORMAL body in 
Attunement with Source through the Eiron Flow of the Mind of 
God.

Those three Spheres were placed out of alignment with that 
upper Cosmic Body. The lower spheres were twisted into a 
reversal of energy which created an Electric Charge that blocked



the Magnetic Charge. The lower two spheres PHASE LOCKED 
around the Heart Chakra area to block the SEED ATOM that is 
supposed to connect to the Eternal Life Body.

The reverse charge placed on those two spheres of energy 
created a loop called a vesica pisces. Each time the energy hit 
the wall of one sphere it would loop back to hit the wall of the 
other sphere and there was this eternal loop created that 
blocked out the third sphere.

The Cosmic Councils have sent us the technology to remove that 
block from our Crystal Heart. The Frequencies for the bottom two
spheres can be reactivated by bringing in the Liquid Light 
Frequencies. The Cosmic Elemental Liquid Orb bodies are our 
Aquafarian Families from Cosmic Inner Earth.

We can breathe in the frequencies of these Liquid Orb bodies and
inhale the frequencies into our Pineal gland to activate the orb 
flow and then exhale those Liquid orbs into our Crystal Heart. 
That activates the two aVeyas spheres to spin correctly. Next we
connect our frequency flow from our Mid Brain or Pineal Gland 
through our ears and up 36 inches above to the Heliotalic Cosmic
Energy of the aVAyas Sphere to activate that frequency.

We inhale the frequencies of Stardust down from the Aquari Host
Matrix --the Spiritual Parallel Matrix where Sun Alcyone originally
created the Star that was blown up and sent into the Milky Way 
galaxy that became 12 stars.
We inhale the cosmic liquid orbs from within the Earth's Cosmic 
Core and the stardust orbs from the Aquari Matrix of our Creation
into our Mid Brain.

Next we exhale that frequency into our Crystal Heart. We see the
energy of those liquid light and stardust orbs begin to transform 
the sphere around the seed atom in the Crystal Heart. We see 
and feel that energy filling all of the spaces between and within 
the atoms of the Thymus area and then breathe that same 
frequency out into all atoms in the body.



Now there is a new path that is created from the Thymus gland 
through the Pineal Gland and out the back of the Skull at the 
Medulla Oblongata. 

We begin to exhale those frequencies of stardust and liquid light 
energy out the back of the skull and up to the 36 inches above 
the head to connect to the Eiron Flow into the Original Thermal 
Plasma Body.

That stardust flow of energy is beginning to remove the blockage
of the eternal life flow of energy into the body.

Practice this method several times until you can actually feel the
stream of energy connecting from the back of your skull into the 
Eiron Flow that is 15 degree angle from the body.

Feel a magnetic mirror pulling your body closer and closer to that
Eiron Body that is 15 degrees away.

When a connection is created between the physical body, the 
etheric body in the Crystal Heart and the Plasma body, you will 
begin to feel the frequencies growing stronger in those areas. 
When the first connection is made you will feel a rumbling at the 
base of the skull.

The Crystal Heart area is the area below the heart, near the back
bone. You will feel a growing of frequencies in that area. You 
must see and feel a mini me of your self that is gold in color 
coming back to life in the Crystal Heart area. Once your Etheric 
self awakens, you will feel the presence grow stronger.

This is the beginning of filling all of the atoms in the body with 
stardust. This is the beginning of turning back on the Eternal Life
Body.

The frequencies that are placed on the Eternal Life Album are 
the stardust from your Aquari Matrix body and your Liquid Light 



Elemental Family in Aquafaria. And the connection is made to the
frequencies of your Eiron Body through the Full Spectrum of 
Light Activation of the Cosmic Orb.

This realignment of the Three Spheres to the angle where the 
spheres intersect without the vesica pisces blocking the flow is 
the Frequency Alignment that is required for atonement into the 
Median Earth.

We will slide into the Median Earth reality when our bodies 
become orb activated through the alignment of these three 
spheres. The more we breathe the crystal light from the Eiron 
Thermal Plasma body, the Crystal Stardust and the Crystal 
Gelaisic Hydrolaise from the Inner Earth Aquafarian light orbs 
and exhale those frequencies into the atoms of the mid brain, 
crystal heart and then into 82% of the atoms in the body, the 
closer we are to our new alignment with our NORMAL REALITY.

Once we have shifted into Inner Earth we can orb beyond this 
Matrix into the Omniverse.

The reason that the Cosmic Councils are giving us this 
technology at this time and are helping us align into the liquid 
light elemental orbs and the stardust orbs through activations 
within the Earth's body and the Sun's Rays is because we are 
being prepared to be Evacuated from this Earth and moved to the
Median Earth between 2022 and 2047. The Evac must be 
complete by 2047.

The Median Earth is an exact replica of this Earth, but is at the 
15 degree particle spin difference. It is the Inner Domain. We are 
now on the outer domain.
We are already fifth dimensional. We already have the ascension 
tools to align our bodies into our Normal Reality.

THE PROMISE OF THE PERFECT KINGDOM



The Promise of the PERFECT KINGDOM has already arrived. The 
Divine Blue Print of the Perfect Man created in the image and 
likeness of God has already arrived. The 12 DNA template of the 
original Taran, Oraphim, Aquafarian, Paradisian Race Line has been 
reinstated into the Sphere of Amenti within the Earth's Etheric Core. 
The Sphere of Amenti is the Morphogenetic Field (Consciousness 
created by the interweaving of Sound and Light Particles of the 
Complete Soul Matrix of all Races on Earth). That 12 DNA template 
was completed on December 21, 2012. That was the date that our 
Cosmic, Universal and Galactic Founders, Guardians and Creation 
Race lines chose for this completion because it was the exact date 
that there would be enough Frequencies in the Body of Earth to hold 
the implantation of such a huge amount of Frequencies. The Promise
of the return of the Sphere of Amenti was postponed for 22,000 years
because there were not enough Frequencies in the Earth's template 
to hold the incoming Star Activation. If they had completed their 
mission at that time, the Earth would had eventually exploded.

The Perfect Kingdom of the Divine Blue Print of the planetary body 
and human body made in the image and likeness of God is exactly 
that. It is a template with a programmed blue print like a piece of film 
in a camera. The picture of the divine creation was placed on the film 
through the Mind of God, first as a negative, which is like a negative 
ion. Next, the negative is flashed into the Consciousness of the Idea 
created on the negative and developed into a picture or a positive ion.
Unfortunately, when a picture becomes developed in the outer 
domains of the five spheres of Consciousness, it can be manipulated,
distorted and completely damaged by outside sources. This could be 
likened to what can be done to characters on the movie screen who 
are morphed into new images by the film editor. That is basically what
happened to God's original movie. It got morphed into a completely 
distorted illusion.

Now, we are re-making God's movie. Now, the original negative of the
picture of the man made in God's image and likeness is being put 
back in the movie camera. Now, that new movie will be played 
through the restored Earth's Khristiac Grid. The frequencies of the 



divine blue print, which would be the negative of the picture, or the 
negative ions, will be dispersed from the Sphere of Amenti ( the 
camera holding the corrected ionized film with the divine blue print 
imprinted upon it). Now that camera, holding the corrected movie 
pictures will flow into the Earth's grids and then into the biosphere of 
the human angelic template. That bio-energetic field will be filled with 
the negative ion holding the divine blue print created in the Cosmic 
Consciousness pre sound and pre light field. This is the point in 
creation when Source breathes the Divine Idea onto the Heliotalic 
Plasma, Silver, Pink, Purple, Gold Pastel Frequency Grid of the 
Negative Ion that comes down from heaven as the Purple Rain of the 
rebirth of the Divine Consciousness and then translates to the 
Positive Ion that is Visible Light of Ultra Violet BLUE. This Blue Film 
develops into the Blue Body and the Light Body and the Crystal Body 
of the Divine Man made in the image and likeness of God.

NOTE- NOW THAT THE DESCRIPTION OF THE SCIENTIFIC 
UNDERSTANDING OF NEGATIVE IONS HAS BEEN TOUCHED 
UPON, and the negative ion can be explained as moving water 
particles, we would like to change the meaning of this term for the 
New Earth, this new time, this new reality to be termed SPIRITUAL 
IONS, which are the moving water particles of Liquid Light Crystal 
Water Falls pouring down the Purple Rain from Cosmic 
Consciousness. This Purple Rain turns into Ultra Violet Blue as it 
becomes visible. We can begin to interact with the Water Fairies 
within this new bio energetic field of liquid light energy as we raise our
frequency of visible light into the blue light. We will call the HE3H20 
liquid light energy SPIRITUAL IONS. This term will be the new 
understanding for all students of the COSMIC MYSTERY SCHOOL 
OF THE OMNIVERSE. Crystalai 

The INFINITE DNA template is the original IDEA in the Mind of God. 
This is the negative of the film that will be developed into a picture 
that can be seen or perceived within the visible light spectrum when it
becomes the positive. The negative ion is the purple rain coming 
down as the heliotalic frequency, and the positive is the visible blue 
light. This interaction of the negative ion as the flow of liquid light 



energy flowing through the plasma to create a rainbow where the 
letters in the light can be viewed as hydrolaise. This can also be 
viewed as the heliotalic frequency of the violet sphere weaving into 
the plasma of the eighth dimension and then becoming visible as it 
reaches the visible light spectrum in the fifth dimension. When this 
happens we have achieved another very important phenomena on 
Earth which allows the bio energetic fields to carry a new chemistry. 

The new biology and chemistry begins when the water changes from 
H20 into HE3 H20, which is the formula of three parts helium into two 
parts hydrogen into one part oxygen. This is the new bio energetic 
field of energy that Earth will breathe through her grids from the 
Sphere of Amenti into the Earth's atmosphere and into the templates 
of the human biology. This magical substance is called hydrolaise. 
Crystalai and aDolphino introduced their students to Hydrolaise in 
2008 when they interacted with this substance in Monterey. It is easy 
to mistake this magical substance with the negative ions that are 
seen and felt when water particles separate in the activity of the water
fall, or the tidal waves splashing against the crystal structures, or the 
mist in the air allowing rainbow streams to manufacture before you 
very eyes. 

This hydrolaise that was seen through the kaleidoscope eyes of 
Crystalai in 2008 and progressively more and more each day until 
2012, when the hydrolaise actually began to carry upon it her very 
own fire letters of her divine creation. This is the ultimate in hydrolaise
activity. Our fire letters are the sub harmonic frequencies - the 12 
missing frequency bands between each DNA strand. As I watched 
these fire letters streaming through the hydrolaise as it interacted with
the plasma in the Sun's rays, those very fire letters were braiding 
within my own DNA strands. This etheric 12 strand template is always
created from the divine blue print which always begins with the divine 
codes. The  divine codes begin as fire letters which are the most 
etheric level of Consciousness, which can only be seen with 5th 
dimensional vision. This divine template is what activates the  DNA to
become reactivated from within the Earth's biosphere and then She 
breathes this hydrolaise out into our DNA template so that our fire 



letters begin weaving our  sub harmonic  frequencies or fire letters 
back into our DNA template.

To the scientific visible light spectrum, the only visible DNA that has 
been considered is the double helix DNA template. That template is 
the primary structure of the distorted film placed in the outer domains 
destruction of the original movie made in the image and likeness of 
God photography lab.

The true movie made in the Mind of God photography lab was always
holding the Divine Blue Print of the Complete IDEA that was to be 
created first as a Cosmic Film of Heliotalic substance, next as Liquid 
Light Energy from the Universal Sphere, transferred into the x-ray 
vision that allows the film to flip over into the visible spectrum within 
the second sphere of Galactic Consciousness. The visible spectrum 
is within the second morphogenetic field or the second sphere of 
dimensions 4, 5 and 6. That is the template where our Taran Race 
line of the immortal man who never dies, never gets sick and never 
speaks a negative word to anyone lives. 

When we receive the new breathe of fresh bio energetic frequencies 
that hold the new morphogenetic field of consciousness, our bio 
energetic field becomes saturated with that new reality. This is a 
glorious process of making God's movie the way it was supposed to 
be made. The movie will be made in the image and likeness of God, 
or with the divine blue print of Divine Perfection within every atomic 
structure of the body as 12 sub harmonic bands within the first, 
second and third DNA strands braid together and activate as they 
create celestiline (the magical blue dust powder of immortality) 
causing the DNA to braid together causing Ascension into the Second
Morphogenetic Field.

Our Divine Guardian Families and Friends have created on Earth the 
absolute formula for this Divine Miracle to take place upon this Earth 
between 2012 and 2017. The five year window has already begun. It 
began that divine moment of December 21, 2012. It was that moment
that the frequencies of Consciousness of all 12 Universes aligned into



at one ment or Atonement as the Music of the Spheres sang a brand 
new song through the Cosmos. This alignment had to be completed 
at a Cosmic level where 13 Cosmos created the Cosmaya Frequency
to activate the alignment of the 12 Universes. This alignment was 
inhaled into the New Negative in the Breath of Source to create a 
brand new Negative of the picture or the new movie that would be 
created. This new movie created on the same divine template of the 
12 DNA Divine Coded Template was EXHALED into the entire new 
Cosmos on December 21, 2012.

There is no time in Divine Reality. That means the reality of the new 
Divine Man made in the image and likeness of God was created on 
this day. However, the negative of that creation also needed to be 
implanted into the Sphere of Amenti, in order for the Angelic Human 
to enjoy the Visible Light aspect of the  template. The second 
morphogenetic field holds the visible light aspect of the perfect man. 
This is the field of consciousness where God's Movie can most easily
be enjoyed. When we rise into the third morphogenetic field of 7,8, 
and 9 dimensions, we begin playing in a field of light that is so etheric
that it is like a shield of light with a silhouette of forms in it. Beyond 
that, the spheres of reality become less and less dense until we 
become pure consciousness with no form at all. Now, that we have 
redeveloped into the template, we can enjoy all of those 
morphogenetic fields of Consciousness. We can become invisible 
light long enough to orb into those other dimensions of reality. It is our
new biological chemical structure of the HE3H20 that develops us 
into the negative ions that allow us to flash into light as our 
Consciousness becomes trained to activate these states of light by 
raising our frequencies through our own activity of Consciousness 
and Breath alignment with the Mind of God.

Back to the Fairy Magic. I was told that my new mission on Earth 
during this window of five years is to see and communicated with 
Water Fairies or the Aquafarians. The ability to do this requires what I 
have explained in the preceding article. My Higher Self has 
reconnected me to this understanding of the Hydrolaise and the 
HE3H20 or the Spiritual Ionization, as being the first step in creating 



the morphogenetic field of reality where I can go into and invite Water
Fairies into my Consciousness to see them and communicate with 
them. Fairies cannot live within the distorted water fields that have 
existed on this Earth. The fairies that some have seen and channeled
are those that have been caught within the same messed up movie 
screen that the rest of us have been living within. We are now 
responsible for setting those Fairies free as we help them to translate 
the bio energetic fields into the spiritual ionization needed for real 
fairies to live in.

We did this same procedure in Monterey, when we were helping the 
Dolphins and Whales ascend back up into the Cloud Cities as their 
bodies translated into the Hydrolaise, the mist, the negative ions and 
finally the HE3H20 within the spiritual Cloud Cities of Higher Earth. 
The animals of divine origin such as the Dolphins, Whales, White 
Belugas, Penguins, Polar Bears, White Fox, and many more have 
ascended ahead of the Earth because they didn't need to clean out 
as much Karma as the rest of us. Now, that we have helped them, it 
is time to help the fairies who will help us. I have also watched the 
Evergreen trees ascend right before my eyes. They attune into their 
light bodies right before my eyes. Their light body pops out in front of 
them and then goes back into their eternal life green body and it looks
like evergreen but it glows. That was different than the process we 
watched the dolphins, whales and belugas go through. We even have
a picture of the ascending dolphins on our website.

Children have always been able to see and communicate with fairies 
easier than adults. Allow your children to guide you in this activity 
along with a little help from your new understanding of the reality of 
the existence of fairies, ionization, HE3H20, and the new bio 
energetic fields we live in. This will help you activate your DNA 
stranding and your children's DNA stranding. Many of you are already
living with the Indigo children who have these magical talents and 
already have their DNA activated. It is time to start learning from 
them. They are your key to the kingdom.



This is the way I began my understanding. I just kept listening to 
different Entities, who were each representing Mu from Lemuria, and 
the Cosmic Councils at the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse,
and the Elohim Team who taught me how to connect to the three 
crystal spheres. Our Higher Self demands that we learn things as a 
Master Learns-- through the PUZZLE.

I will begin giving you the pieces of the Puzzle that I spent my entire 
lifetime learning.

Please think of fifteen spheres or circles of energy. Draw these 15 
circles. One inside of the other. There are actually Five Main spheres 
and three within each of them to create the 15. So, start by drawing 
five circles. Within the inner sphere, there are three spheres that 
contain the harmonic universe one frequencies of dimension one, two
and three. The next sphere contains the frequencies of harmonic 
universe two- dimension four, five and six. The next sphere contains 
the frequencies of harmonic universe three contain dimensions 
seven, eight and nine. The next sphere contains the frequencies of 
harmonic universe four which are ten, eleven and twelfth dimensions 
and the fifth sphere contains thirteen, fourteen and fifteen.

The first sphere is planet, second is solar, third is galactic, fourth is 
universal and fifth is cosmic.

Next, think of each one of these spheres being created by this 
Merkaba that looks like one pyramid facing up and one pyramid 
facing down. The lower pyramid is inside of the higher pyramid. We 
think of the upper triangle spinning clockwise and the lower spinning 
counter clockwise. When these triangles spin together they are 
actually spinning the electro into the magnetic energies to create a 
sound tone. Each one of the spheres is created by one of these 
merkabas spinning together to create a sound tone or a frequency. 

The merkaba that creates the outer sphere is much larger than the 
merkaba that creates the inner sphere. The frequencies of the outer 
sphere are much higher and faster than the inner sphere. The outer 
merkaba spins ten thousands times the speed of light. It is so fast 
that we cannot conceive of it. It is the energy potential that is holding 



the entire Cosmos in Balance and in the attunement with the Source 
Field of Energy.

So. we have these five merkabas that create the five spheres. The 
outer sphere is actually holding within itself all of the frequencies of 
the other four spheres. If we feel all of these merkabas spinning 
around our body,  the outer merkaba would have its upper point 36 
inches above our head and the lower point would be down in the 
Core Domain of the Earth, where the Cosmic Domain touches the 
Earth's Vortex.

Now, take out your pencils and papers and start drawing these ideas. 
Draw your body standing on top of the Earth. Draw a circle around 
your body with the top at 36 inches above the head and the bottom 
part of the sphere at the center of the Earth. That is you standing in 
the Cosmic Sphere of creation. Now, draw a merkaba. First the top 
triangle with the top point where the top of the circle is. The base of 
the top triangle stretches across the widest part of the circle.

Now, draw the bottom triangle. The bottom point of the triangle 
touches the bottom of the circle at the point of the Cosmic Core 
domain at the center of the Earth. The base of that bottom triangle 
will be ABOVE the base of the top triangle. This is showing that the 
bottom triangle-- which is the Magnetic is spinning INSIDE of the Top 
triangle- which is Electro. The electro magnetic spin represents the 
spinning together of the anti particles – the spiritual into oneness with 
the particles-- the physical.

Now, look again at your drawing. You will probably want to get a 
much larger piece of paper and start over now. The place where the 
bottom base of the top triangle meets the top base of the bottom 
triangle should create an area between the fourth, fifth and sixth 
chakras. That is the area of the throat and down about three inches 
on the body. That is what we call the Crystal Heart area-- the area of 
the Fifth chakra-- but it is actually an area that contains the fourth, 
fifth and sixth chakras. WHAT IS THIS PLACE IN THE BODY? It is 
your Soul. It is the Fifth Dimensional Soul of your COSMIC BODY.

Where is the Fifth Dimension. It is your Soul.



When we talk about the Fifth Dimension, we are not talking about 
climbing up a ladder of frequencies. We are talking about blasting 
completely out of the Third Dimensional concepts of the FIVE 
SENSES into the Ultimate UNKNOWN, Intuition, Imagination, 
Concepts beyond our books, our schools, our cultures-- the 
BEYOND.

How do we get to this place of the INFINITE while we are in our 
bodies? We use this Merkaba. It spins together all of the Frequencies
of the fifteen spheres of the Cosmos into that point in our body that 
we call our Soul.

Our Soul has been sleeping for a very long time because it hasn't 
been given a new reality to respond to. The Soul awakens to its 
ultimate destiny of Infinity when the Merkaba spins all of those 
frequencies from the Five Spheres into attunement or at one ment at 
that point where the top and the bottom triangles merge their 
energies together. Where do they merge their energy or frequencies?
INTO THE SOUL-- that is the FIFTH DIMENSION.

The entire ASCENSION PROCESS is about activating the Soul. How 
did the Soul fall asleep. The process began with the THINKING 
BRAIN. That is the Upper Cerebellum- the yellow part of the brain in 
the diagram.

USING THE CANDLE TECHNIQUE

Now, we are going to draw a new diagram. Look at your Candle. 
Please use the video of the candle that is on the 
crystalmagicorchestra. com  home page. Also use the diagram of the 
pyramid of light energy.

Draw a candle and then draw a triangle around it. The top of the 
triangle is the top of the candle. If you look at the pyramid of light 
frequencies, you will notice that the top of the candle has pink silver 
light frequencies. That is the frequency of the 14.5 dimension of 
heliotalic pastel energy. It is an energy that contains helium, gamma, 



plasma, x-ray, invisible light, and all of the other lower light 
frequencies. The HIGHEST FREQUENCY ALWAYS TRANSMUTES 
ALL LOWER FREQUENCIES INTO IT.

That top point of the triangle, and the top point of the candle show us 
the place where the Cosmos-- the fifth sphere touches the Mind of 
God-- or the Source Field of Infinite Unknown potentials of REALITY. 
When the Merkaba spins together all of the five fields of energy within
the Outer Sphere, it is doing the same thing that you see the Candle 
doing. The Merkaba holds together all of those Frequencies of Light 
together and molds them into a form of reality. In this case the form is
the Candle. The form can also be the Mental Light Body that is three 
feet around the Physical Body, or it can be the entire Cosmos around 
the body.

So, we see all of those light frequencies within the candle, and we 
see them within the upper part of the Merkaba.

Now, what did I tell you that you would need to do to begin to see the 
Candle Turn BLUE?

I said you must absorb all of the light frequencies of the candle into 
your body-- especially into your Mid Brain to make your brain become
frequency specific.

Why do we do this?

The first step to returning to immortality is turn off the thinking brain 
because it will just keep telling you that you are going to die. When 
we move to the Mid Brain, it is frequency specific. It does not speak in
languages. It speaks in the language of KNOWING. And you will not 
find Death in the Knowing.

So, that is why we are focusing on Melting the Brain away. We don't 
want to hear the thinking brain's opinions about death, disease, age, 
religions, or any of those piles of lies that have been accumulated into
the cellular memory.



Now, you might have noticed that there is only the upper portion of 
the Merkaba drawn over the candle. The base of the triangle will be 
drawn through the stem of the Candle.

The Stem of the Candle is Hertzian. It is the third dimensional realm 
of the Five Senses that can be seen, touched and heard. That is 
much like our physical body.

So, now draw an image of your body as the stem of the candle. And 
think of the base of the triangle going through the heart chakra area, 
just like in the previous merkaba drawing.

Why do we only have the upper part of the merkaba? The upper part 
of the merkaba is the electro-- the Light Frequencies-- the Anti 
Particle.

Next, draw the body that is standing on the Earth, and find out where 
that bottom triangle would intersect the Crystal Heart area of the body
that is now the stem of the candle.

The bottom part of the Merkaba is the Magnetic. It is the part of the 
energy spectrum that pulls the anti-particle LIGHT ENERGY- the 
Spiritual into the Physical.

And where does the intersection always happen?- At the Fifth 
Dimension. In the Soul-- in that 4,5,6 chakra area.

We learned how to walk into the candle, absorb the frequencies and 
see the candle turn blue.

When we see the candle turn blue, it means we have activated the 
Mid Brain-- the Frequency Specific Brain-- the Blue Brain.

We must do that first, or the Thinking brain will just continue to take 
center stage and tell you that you are going to die some day.

Now, go back to seeing the entire Cosmic Merkaba spinning around 
the entire candle and clear into the Cosmic Core Domain of the Earth,
and see your body standing in the stem of the candle.



We must spin the electro-upper into the magnetic -lower part of the 
merkaba to turn the Hertzian Body-- our physical body (the one that 
only sees and believes the five senses) - into the Blue Body, that 
blasts out of the prison of the FIVE SENSES into the Infinite 
Unknowns of all possibilities.

That Infinite Unknown comes from the KNOWINGNESS in all of 
those spheres. Those Spheres contain the Consciousness of all of 
our Plasma Families in the Cosmos, and the Starry Families of the 
Universes and all of the Galaxies in all of the Omniverses.

When we become the Fifth Dimensional Blue Body, we can tune in to 
all of those frequency channels of all of the information that has ever 
been known and that will ever be known. The Fifth Dimension is the 
HUB of all that is. It is the place where we can still be experiencing 
our creations in a tangible form that still has some density, but also 
contains all of the etheric density that must be created from the 
Intuition, the Knowing, the Imagination. It is the Invisible realities that 
we create in our Dreams.

What is different about this teaching of using the imagination and 
creating dreams, is that when the THINKING BRAIN IS TURNED 
OFF and the Frequency Specific Brain is turned on, we will realize 
that the DREAMS are the Reality and the Thinking brain is the 
ILLUSION.

The inner sphere would be the sphere that is around your fourth and 
fifth and sixth chakra area. That SOUL area now contains all of the 
Information that is contained in all of those other spheres of 
Consciousness. We have created a new Morphogenetic Field of 
Consciousness that contains all of the Light and Sound of the entire 
Cosmos, Universe, Galaxy into our NEW SOLAR REALITY. We now 
know that we hold this vast information that is flowing into the Frontal 
Lobe and into the Mid Brain and into the Lower Cerebellum and 
Medulla Oblangata in the back of the brain. The Mind of God 
connects from that point in the brain which also connects to the Soul 
Center out into that point at the top of the Candle and the top point of 
the Merkaba, That point connects to the Infinite Source of Energy and
Information-- the Mind of God.



When we use the CANDLE LEVITATION DVD, we are learning how 
to FLIP OUR BODY INTO IMMORTALITY. We are learning to walk 
into the Full Spectrum of Light- which is Source. We go completely 
into the Source Field, and then our body flips into a new reality. The 
new reality is the BLUE BODY. That is the Fifth Dimension. The Fifth 
Dimension means Multi Dimensionality. It means you are not within 
the Infinite Possibilities of Manifesting through the Mind of God and 
living in an Immortal Body inside of the Source Field.

When we continue to use the light in the candle, we are practicing 
walking through the full spectrum of light, which means the white 
room of the Mind of God. Once we walk through that diamond door in
to the White Room and then turn around, our body becomes the blue 
body. Once we are in the Blue Body we can practice levitating 
because we actually move our bodies into a higher dimension that 
allows our body to be in a new standing wave pattern that does not 
contain gravity. Gravity is just an illusion or a part of the hologram that
we think we are living in.

We can also practice moving beyond the hertzian frequencies where 
we hear physical words and tones into the infra red spectrum where 
we hear and see a reality that has actually turned into a NEGATIVE 
of the picture that we are developing in God's Mind. When we 
practice becoming the Digital Camera we begin seeing the Blue Hue 
around everything in our world and then we begin seeing the Violet 
Sphere that allows us to remove space and time and walk into it. We 
can also practice activities such as looking at a card and learning to 
see the back of the card actually rise up behind the card to allow us 
to See what numbers are on the back of the card. This would be Infra
Red Vision.

After than we move from the Visible Light Spectrum into the Invisible 
Light Spectrum in order to begin seeing the Inner Earth and the Cloud
Cities and Earth all morphing into one new Ascension Earth.

The Light Spectrum is held together by the Divine Love Frequencies 
spinning us into At One Ment with the Full Spectrum of Light of God. 
It is the outer band in the outer sphere of the Five Spheres of 



Dimensional Reality that holds the entire Cosmic Matrix together, and
holds our body in attunement within that reality field.

When we breathe the frequencies that spin the Universal Band into 
attunement with the Cosmic outer Band, we have breathed together 
all of the frequencies together so that they will rise up into the Source 
Frequencies.

When we bring together all of the Spheres of Dimensional 
Frequencies together through proper breathing and spinning of the 
Merkabas it makes the spheres Flip into the Mind of God. The Infinite 
Unknown is then flowing inside of you, and the rest of the physical 
body becomes DISSOLVED or TRANSMUTED into the Mind of God. 
The outer band is the Holy Spirit. It is the Zero point that is flowing 
toward you and then into you and into every particle in you. You 
dissolve into the Mind of God when you dissolve into the Full 
Spectrum of Light of the Candle.

When you dissolve, you emerge as a HUE of Light. A BLUE HUE. 
You become the Ultra Violet Blue. Your old self has disappeared- 
dissolved- transmuted into the Mind of God to be re-born as the Fifth 
Dimensional Self which is the Multi Dimensional Self of all 
Dimensional Realities. This is the Self that will be allowed to travel 
through all Universes, create Star Systems, return home to Source, 
or just sleep in the Mind of God forever.

 We access this God through this very specific process of transmuting
into the Omni Particles of the Infinite Allness of the Source Field 
Energy. We open our boundaries into the infinite unknown.  We learn 
to walk into the Void of Infinite Possibilities where we can create 
things that we have never imagined before.

There are many pieces to the process of Ascension. Each one of the 
pieces is a part of how we learn to tune out of the Five Senses and 
into the other Seven Senses.

We have been told that we must RAISE OUR FREQUENCIES. Most 
people don't know how to do that so we created Music that does it for



you. The frequencies are created by taking Consciousness into the 
higher Harmonics Universes and blending them together in a certain 
way that creates Frequencies that allow us to Transmute our Bodies 
and our Realities beyond the Third Dimensional Five Senses.

We are learning that there are many more realities beyond the ones 
that we behold with the Five senses. That perception is only a very 
small part of the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound.

So, we created the Music to allow you to connect your consciousness
into the Christic Consciousness of the 12th Dimension and the 
Cosmic Consciousness of the 14th Dimension, and then also out into 
the Pre Light and Sound Fields beyond those and then clear out into 
the NEW COSMAYA of the 13 Cosmos which connect to the Infinity 
of other Cosmos in the Source Field.

Now, you can begin enjoying the feeling of all of those other sound 
fields besides the Hertzian range of Audible Hearing. This means that
this teaching does not come from the Solfege teachings. It comes 
from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse, which is beyond 
the Earth's Matrix and even beyond our old Cosmic Matrix. The 
Frequencies of this teaching come from the Grand Yanas of the Pre 
Light and Pre Sound creating a new reality from the Source Field of 
Infinite Consciousness.

We have also prepared for you a LEVITATION CANDLE DVD. This is
a Visual of a Candle burning for one hour. As you look into the 
candle, you learn that the hertzian level of the Light Frequency is the 
lowest. It is actually where the stem of the candle is, because that is 
the spectrum that is tangible to all of the five senses. We can see the 
stem, touch the stem, smell the stem, taste the stem. We are actually 
living in that tangible frequency that is DENSE-it is SOLID- it is the 
physical reality that we conceive of.

The candle allows us to recognize that there are other levels of light 
and sound. Just above the stem there is infra red light. That is the 
light spectrum that the digital camera can see, but most of us haven't 
learned to see like the camera sees. The next level is the Visible 
Light that we think we are seeing. Above that is the Invisible Light 
where another reality lives within right here within the Visible Realm. 



And above that there is the x-ray field of light and then the Gamma, 
Plasma and Pink White Light.

When we use the diagrams that show the spectrum of light 
frequencies and where those frequencies are heard and felt in the 
brain area, we begin to realize that we haven't been using the part of 
the brain that tunes in to the Pink White Light of the Mind of God or 
even the Blue Frequency in the Mid Brain.

We can easily tune in to the Blue Frequency by walking into the 
Candle because the Blue Hue is the result of absorbing the full 
spectrum of Light. We can feel that frequency filling the Mid Brain and
when that happens the old THINKING BRAIN stops analyzing all of 
the old ideas that have been placed in it over the past millions of 
years. The Mid Brain turns off the Thinking Brain and allows the Mind 
of God to take over the thought process.

When the Mind of God gets plugged in to the area at the top of the 
back bone and the bottom of the skull there is a frequency connection
into the Seed Atom of our original creation and into the Master gland 
which controls all of the nerve centers in the body. So, you see, we 
can, in fact plug our bodies back into the Mind of God.

And when we achieve that Frequency connection in our bodies we 
gain the Eternal Life where the sixth level elementals are 
continuously re-programming the nano second rebirth of every cell in 
our body and transmitting correct information for the constant rebirth 
of all of the neuro structures of the body.

I go through that process in great detail in the ETERNAL LIFE 
WATERS SET.

Now, that we are being given this gift of the Fifth Dimension, we will 
need to learn how to TUNE IN TO IT. We must raise our frequencies 
of hearing and seeing. The Frequency Music itself does this. It 
actually tunes you in to the Blue Hue which also tunes you in to fields 
of light that are in the Invisible Light Spectrum that you have never 
seen before.



You can build on this new ability of going beyond the Veil of the 
Senses by doing the Candle Process that is described in the 
CANDLE LEVITATION DVD.

The Candle will help your realize what a small aspect of the 
ALLNESS of God the Hertzian Frequency is. The Hertzian is the stem
of the Candle. It is not even a part of the light. 

When we only use our five senses, we are only the stem of the 
candle.

Hertzian means things you can see and hear. We must move into the 
full spectrum of what we can hear and see.

I have explained that my music is not Solfege because Solfege is 
simply another use of the Hertzian Frequency Range. That range of 
frequencies is a part of the five senses.

In order to raise our frequencies beyond the third dimension, we must
raise our frequencies beyond the Hertzian.
That means we must claim our senses that do not rely on the eyes to 
see or the ears to hear.

We must tune in to our Soul Consciousness and our Intuition. If we 
tune in to our Soul Consciousness, we can learn to hear without our 
ears and we can learn to see without our eyes.

We can learn to see what is in a room while blind folded simply by 
sitting in a dark room with blindfolds on for long periods of time.

We can also learn to tune our ears into a higher set of frequencies by 
tuning out of the third dimensional hertzian range of listening and 
tuning in to the frequencies that you feel deep within your omni 
particles and the buzzing frequencies within your head. When you 
tune in to the Frequency music, you are learning to tune in to a reality
that is beyond the five senses.



You can practice feeling the frequency music creating a reality of 
consciousness around the body and flowing into the body. The 
frequencies are actually the frequencies of the Cosmic Plasma and 
the Crystal Liquid Light Vapor that is even deep within the Cosmic 
Plasma. So, when you are tuning in to these Cosmic Frequencies, 
you are tuning in to your Rishi Self Consciousness rather than your 
Earth Self Consciousness. The Cosmic Self is completely tuned in to 
the Mind of God of instant co-creativity and Eternal Life. This is the 
reality we want to stay plugged in to.

If we practice long periods of being blindfolded, we can begin to see 
the realities that exist within our realm around our body. We learn to 
see this New Ascension Earth and the Inner Earth becoming a reality 
around us.

When we practice listening to the Frequency Music from the Eternal 
Life Water album we practice being in and tuning the body into the 
Cosmic Frequencies of our New reality of the new Cosmos that has 
just been born.

We have tuned in to a new Spiritual Parallel Universe in the 
PARALLEL UNIVERSE SET and now we have tuned in to a Brand 
new Cosmos. The Thirteen Cosmos of the Cosmaya has given birth 
to a brand new Cosmos within the Eighth Sun in the SYMPHONY OF
LOVE ALBUM.

As the new reality was born, a new set of frequencies was born. The 
more we tune in to these new realities of the new Cosmos 
Frequencies, the Parallel Universe Frequencies, the Symphony of 
Love, when the new Frequency of Creation was Born, the Mother 
Ship Frequencies of the Cosmaya Ship activating the Blanket of Love
around the Earth. The Dolphin DNA Frequencies of the Cetacean 
Raceline activating their DNA bio-genesis program into our biology.

Each one of these events is a wave of frequencies, which means a 
wave of Consciousness that contains a part of the consciousness that
was taken away from us 5000 years ago, and the consciousness that 
was taken away 5.5. million years ago. The birth of the SIX AVATAR 
children each brought a unique Stream of Consciousness that is 



healing the miasmas and seals placed in our DNA. Those Frequency 
Signatures are in the COMPLETE PERFECT DNA INFUSION album.

I've noticed that more people buy that album than any of the others. 
Of course it is an extremely important event - the Birth of these 
Children and the fact that they prepared ascension portals for the 
race lines that would be locked in the Earth's Matrix forever. However,
don't forget about the Frequencies of the UNIVERSAL LIFE FORCE 
CURRENT who prepared the Stellar Wave Activations and Infusions 
that are in the Parallel Universe Kit. And don't forget about the work 
that the Cetacean Raceline did in their Bio-Genesis Project of 
keeping the link between the Earth and the Oraphim Suns. And the 
final ingredients of the ETERNAL LIFE WATER of the Vapor Essence 
within the Plasma which is the Consciousness Field that allows us to 
Vaporize into the Spiritual Water of Aquafaria in the Inner Earth. This 
is the Ascension Vehicle into the Ascension Earth.

Each of these pieces of the formula of the Ascension are crucial to 
the complete Mass Process. And then each Individual has a unique 
Frequency Signature and complete Portal of Starry Families, Souls, 
Avatars, and Rishi Selves that must be Tuned in to in order to begin 
the attunement into the Cosmic Telephone lines.

This is the last piece of the puzzle that is needed. We must remove 
the TOWER OF BABEL. That means we will no longer speak different
languages. We will all speak one language. We must first tune in to 
the Frequencies of the Cosmos and our Cosmic Families and most of
all the Cetacean Race Line, because they are the only E.T.'s living on
Earth right now.

The DNA is being reconnected and reactivated through these 
Streams of Consciousness that are being Born into the Atmosphere, 
the Biosphere, the Morphogenetic Fields of Consciousness of the 
Earth's Core and Crust and the Christ Shields within Earth's Crust.

We need to tune in to each aspect of this Morphogenetic 
Consciousness.

When we tune in, the Ascension Teams of each morphogenetic wave 
of transmutation begin working on plugging in another neuronet of 



your physical template into the Soul Template, the Over Soul 
Template, the Avatar Template and the Rishi Template.

Our bodies must be reactivated at all levels. We must be completely 
re-tuned into the complete Omnipresence of Source.

Those of us who have followed the Metaphysical Studies of 
Goldsmith and Eddy have been tuned in to these realities. However, 
now that the complete Science of this higher consciousness has been
revealed through Keylontic Science, it is much easier to actualize the 
reality.

Normally, the human being can only actualize something that has 
been placed in their back ground knowledge of knowing. It is difficult 
to place the realities of Spiritual Consciousness into the third 
dimensional background knowledge because it is beyond the third 
dimensional back ground of things that can be rationalized with the 
senses.

We must be willing to go beyond the senses in to the invisible 
spiritual reality and then learn to visualize it. Our Soul Consciousness
actually takes over and gives us the complete inner vision and the 
complete inner hearing when we tune in to that level of Frequency.

The Reality of Inner Earth appearing as Earth will only be a reality to 
those who begin practicing seeing that which cannot be seen. That 
reality is not going to morph into the lower frequencies of Earth. 
Instead, we must raise our frequencies beyond the five senses into 
the realities that can be seen with the eyes closed and the ears tuned
in to the inaudible sounds that I have tuned in to.

The more we tune in to those higher frequencies, the more they tune 
in to us

Where is the Fifth Dimension. It is your Soul.

When we talk about the Fifth Dimension, we are not talking about 
climbing up a ladder of frequencies. We are talking about blasting 
completely out of the Third Dimensional concepts of the FIVE 
SENSES into the Ultimate UNKNOWN, Intuition, Imagination, 



Concepts beyond our books, our schools, our cultures-- the 
BEYOND.

How do we get to this place of the INFINITE while we are in our 
bodies? We use this Merkaba. It spins together all of the Frequencies
of the fifteen spheres of the Cosmos into that point in our body that 
we call our Soul.

Our Soul has been sleeping for a very long time because it hasn't 
been given a new reality to respond to. The Soul awakens to its 
ultimate destiny of Infinity when the Merkaba spins all of those 
frequencies from the Five Spheres into attunement or at one ment at 
that point where the top and the bottom triangles merge their 
energies together. Where do they merge their energy or frequencies?
INTO THE SOUL-- that is the FIFTH DIMENSION.

The entire ASCENSION PROCESS is about activating the Soul. How 
did the Soul fall asleep. The process began with the THINKING 
BRAIN. That is the Upper Cerebellum- the yellow part of the brain in 
the diagram.

Now, we are going to draw a new diagram. Look at your Candle. 
Please use the video of the candle that is on the 
crystalmagicorchestra. com home page. Also use the diagram of the 
pyramid of light energy.

Draw a candle and the n draw a triangle around it. The top of the 
triangle is the top of the candle. If you look at the pyramid of light 
frequencies, you will notice that the top of the candle has pink silver 
light frequencies. That is the frequency of the 14.5 dimension of 
heliotalic pastel energy. It is an energy that contains helium, gamma, 
plasma, x-ray, invisible light, and all of the other lower light 
frequencies. The HIGHEST FREQUENCY ALWAYS TRANSMUTES 
ALL LOWER FREQUENCIES INTO IT.

That top point of the triangle, and the top point of the candle show us 
the place where the Cosmos-- the fifth sphere touches the Mind of 
God-- or the Source Field of Infinite Unknown potentials of REALITY. 
When the Merkaba spins together all of the five fields of energy within
the Outer Sphere, it is doing the same thing that you see the Candle 



doing. The Merkaba holds together all of those Frequencies of Light 
together and molds them into a form of reality. In this case the form is
the Candle. The form can also be the Mental Light Body that is three 
feet around the Physical Body, or it can be the entire Cosmos around 
the body.

So, we see all of those light frequencies within the candle, and we 
see them within the upper part of the Merkaba.

Now, what did I tell you that you would need to do to begin to see the 
Candle Turn BLUE?

I said you must absorb all of the light frequencies of the candle into 
your body-- especially into your Mid Brain to make your brain become
frequency specific.

Why do we do this?

The first step to returning to immortality is turn off the thinking brain 
because it will just keep telling you that you are going to die. When 
we move to the Mid Brain, it is frequency specific. It does not speak in
languages. It speaks in the language of KNOWING. And you will not 
find Death in the Knowing.

So, that is why we are focusing on Melting the Brain away. We don't 
want to hear the thinking brain's opinions about death, disease, age, 
religions, or any of those piles of lies that have been accumulated into
the cellular memory.

Now, you might have noticed that there is only the upper portion of 
the Merkaba drawn over the candle. The base of the triangle will be 
drawn through the stem of the Candle.

The Stem of the Candle is Hertzian. It is the third dimensional realm 
of the Five Senses that can be seen, touched and heard. That is 
much like our physical body.

So, now draw an image of your body as the stem of the candle. And 
think of the base of the triangle going through the heart chakra area, 
just like in the previous merkaba drawing.



Why do we only have the upper part of the merkaba? The upper part 
of the merkaba is the electro-- the Light Frequencies-- the Anti 
Particle.

Next, draw the body that is standing on the Earth, and find out where 
that bottom triangle would intersect the Crystal Heart area of the body
that is now the stem of the candle.

The bottom part of the Merkaba is the Magnetic. It is the part of the 
energy spectrum that pulls the anti-particle LIGHT ENERGY- the 
Spiritual into the Physical.

And where does the intersection always happen?- At the Fifth 
Dimension. In the Soul-- in that 4,5,6 chakra area.

We learned how to walk into the candle, absorb the frequencies and 
see the candle turn blue.

When we see the candle turn blue, it means we have activated the 
Mid Brain-- the Frequency Specific Brain-- the Blue Brain.

We must do that first, or the Thinking brain will just continue to take 
center stage and tell you that you are going to die some day.

Now, go back to seeing the entire Cosmic Merkaba spinning around 
the entire candle and clear into the Cosmic Core Domain of the Earth,
and see your body standing in the stem of the candle.

We must spin the electro-upper into the magnetic -lower part of the 
merkaba to turn the Hertzian Body-- our physical body (the one that 
only sees and believes the five senses) - into the Blue Body, that 
blasts out of the prison of the FIVE SENSES into the Infinite 
Unknowns of all possibilities.

That Infinite Unknown comes from the KNOWINGNESS in all of 
those spheres. Those Spheres contain the Consciousness of all of 
our Plasma Families in the Cosmos, and the Starry Families of the 
Universes and all of the Galaxies in all of the Omniverses.



When we become the Fifth Dimensional Blue Body, we can tune in to 
all of those frequency channels of all of the information that has ever 
been known and that will ever be known. The Fifth Dimension is the 
HUB of all that is. It is the place where we can still be experiencing 
our creations in a tangible form that still has some density, but also 
contains all of the etheric density that must be created from the 
Intuition, the Knowing, the Imagination. It is the Invisible realities that 
we create in our Dreams.

What is different about this teaching of using the imagination and 
creating dreams, is that when the THINKING BRAIN IS TURNED 
OFF and the Frequency Specific Brain is turned on, we will realize 
that the DREAMS are the Reality and the Thinking brain is the 
ILLUSION.

The inner sphere would be the sphere that is around your fourth and 
fifth and sixth chakra area. That SOUL area now contains all of the 
Information that is contained in all of those other spheres of 
Consciousness. We have created a new Morphogenetic Field of 
Consciousness that contains all of the Light and Sound of the entire 
Cosmos, Universe, Galaxy into our NEW SOLAR REALITY. We now 
know that we hold this vast information that is flowing into the Frontal 
Lobe and into the Mid Brain and into the Lower Cerebellum and 
Medulla Oblongata in the back of the brain. The Mind of God 
connects from that point in the brain which also connects to the Soul 
Center out into that point at the top of the Candle and the top point of 
the Merkaba, That point connects to the Infinite Source of Energy and
Information-- the Mind of God.

Now, all of that information and energy that is flowing through you can
be translated from any dimensional frequency into the frequency of 
the observer-- the sub consciousness within you. That is where 
dreaming comes in. Those movies of multi dimensional reality flow 
through you into dreams. You must learn to become AWAKE IN 
YOUR DREAMS NOW. You must learn to know that you are actually 
in the dream and that you control the dream to do what you want it to 
do. You become the director of the movies in your dreams. 



When you can do that, you can also become the director of the 
movies in your life. And you can turn your dreams into your life if you 
want to.

 The sensual areas in which the brain defines all that is placed in the 
body includes what food is, how to digest it, what qualities it has.. 
This same thinking brain that is defining our life and telling our body 
what will make it well or what will kill it, how our days are numbered, 
that yellow brain. The areas of absolute polarity who you are in a 
personality. If you place a picture of Blue Body in your frontal lobe. 
That picture will be eaten up by the thinking brain only tolerating it for 
so long thinking brain must be transmuted and dissolved into higher 
frequency waves. The human is divine, but is only being allowed to 
work upon the old karma of emotion that was never brought to 
wisdom.

That is why the Soul returned to Earth because the old karma was 
never given the wisdom that would allow it to connect to the Blue 
Body, Aquafaria and never given the knowledge to connect to the 
multi dimension mind of god.

The soul must be able to process this wisdom while in this body. to 
remove the death sentence that is given to it by the thinking brain of 
carnal knowledge, the knowledge given to it by the world.

Now, that we have a better understanding of the Candle Light and 
how it relates to the Music, it is important to know that there is a 
Spectrum of Light behind or below the Candle that is the Spiritual 
Hologram or Spiritual Universe being reflected in the Physical 
Universe.

When we look at our DNA we learn that it is the Acceleration Codes 
of the DNA that hold the Overtones from the Electro and the Magnetic
Codes of the DNA that hold the Base Tones of the Electro Magnetic.

We can't just have the candle flame without joining it with its anti 
particle double that we see as that Blue Hologram above and below 
it.



Our body also has a spiritual anti-particle double. When we walk into 
the full spectrum of light and sound we tune in to the blue body. We 
see the blue sphere.

The Blue Body activates within the Crystal Heart because the Soul is 
the Fifth Dimensional SELF made of anti matter.

That Fifth Dimension within us has always been there. We just never 
ignited it with the Breath of Source and the Full Spectrum of Light that
we gain when we Spin the Merkabas to ACTIVATE each of the 
Dimensional Fields of Reality.

If we don't ignite the flame in our Crystal Heart that attunes us into 
the Love of the entire Cosmos and beyond into Infinity, we stay 
locked inside of the Heart that is disconnected from the Mind of God.

Once we activate our Crystal Heart, we also need to activate the Blue
Frequency Specific Mid Brain. That is what the Frequency Music 
created by the Crystal Magic Orchestra of Cosmic Consciousness 
provides.

The Frequency Specific Music keeps you out of the Yellow Thinking 
Brain and in the Mid Brain where only Frequency Specific 
Consciousness Communicates.

In other words, the only words are the Frequencies.

The teaching of Keylontic Science provided an In Between State 
where we use the God Language to activate the Frequency 
Language.

I do use this God Language in some of my music. It is definitely a 
language that allows much more harmonization than words from any 
other cultural group.

However, I got to a level of creation where the words were getting in 
the way of blending the breath of Source into all of the multi 
dimensional fields of Consciousness.



The ignition of the flame or the frequency should be what activates 
the question and then the answer is given to the body through tiny 
little buzzy sounds that we translate when our Crystal Heart is 
activated.

I had all of these layers of Frequencies-- millions of layers. The God 
Language would not layer. That is a problem because the language 
used before the Tower of Babel was completely telepathic – NO 
WORDS.

My mission on Earth is to remove the tower of Babel, and that can't 
be done until we move into the pink silver part of the brain- the lower 
cerebellum and the medulla oblongata and begin to allow the true 
Mind of God to RUN OUR BODIES COMPLETELY.

No talking allowed. Just the FEELING of the frequencies streaming 
into the inner most omni particles of the cells and flowing around the 
cells in the crystal liquid light energy of omni creation.

MOVING OUT OF THE THIRD AND INTO THE FIFTH

We use the candle to help us visualize moving out of the third 
dimension and into the fifth. We must also use the diagram of the 
Pyramid showing us where the different light spectrums are in the 
Candle. We can also see these light spectrums as they relate to the 
brain.

The yellow spectrum in the brain corresponds to the VISIBLE LIGHT. 
This means everything that can be Seen with the FIVE SENSES.

Now, remember that the Five Senses and the other Seven Senses of 
the Cosmos were separated. They were separated by separating the 
sub harmonics in the DNA. The Over tones of the Electronic were 
separated from the Base tones of the Magnetic.

The only reason that we believe what we see is TRUTH is because 
our sub harmonics in our DNA are disconnected.



When they are re-connected we see the reality that is in the Blue 
Spectrum of Invisible Light. We can learn to see what is invisible to us
right now.

We experience this reality by walking into the candle in 
consciousness to collect the full spectrum of light. Now, you can see 
something that you didn't see before. You can see the blue sphere.

Next, you continue to move into the candle in consciousness until the 
room goes black around you. This means you are seeing from the 
area in the brain that is in the pink silver light spectrum. The Mind of 
God is the Dark Room. This is the place where you see anti-matter.

You are seeing another reality field that you never saw before.

You just thought this was darkness. It is the placed where all new 
ideas are created before they come down into multi dimensional 
versions of light.

This is not the same kind of dark that comes from absence of light.

This is the kind of dark that comes with your eyes wide open using 
the back of your brain and seeing through your mid braid into another
reality field.

We get to this place by remaining in the Frequency Specific Music for
very long periods of time. You can also practice moving to that part of 
the brain by keeping earphones for several days at a time or walking 
around blindfolded until you can learn to see through the eyes of 
God.

Just as I came to Earth this time to remove the Tower of Babel, there 
are people on Earth who came with the purpose of returning to the 
Mind of God. So, they planned to be born blind. Many people who are
born blind planned it that way. Beethoven was one of those people. 
He could hear the Music of the Spheres and play what he heard on 
the piano. He was painting the music that was being made by the 
Universe at that time. There were beautiful parts of the Universe and 
there were parts that minor and dis harmonic in nature.



Albert Einstein also said that he learned the formula to create his 
discoveries from music. I am sure he meant from listening to the 
directions from the Music of the Spheres. Everything in our Universe 
is created from the Music of the Spheres. This means the frequencies
from the spiritual harmonic universe are being woven into the more 
dense dimensions and in the parallel physical domains to create new 
realities. These realities manifest as different forms of energy-like 
electricity.
The density also manifests as different forms of supply and food.

When we move into the standing wave pattern of the fifth and sixth 
dimensions we will tune into the hydrolaise of the spiritual parallel and
the trypolaise of the new Cosmos. That spiritual water is a vaporous 
form of plasma that is used to translate our bio-sphere. In the normal 
reality systems, a child would be born for the purpose of absorbing 
enough hydrolaise into his structure that would transpose his body 
into the plasma vehicle that could travel through the Universe by age 
33.

The Avatar Children who were born on Earth between 1996-2012 will 
be able to do that. They will learn to transpose their body into an orb 
and ride in their flame vehicle through all twelve stargates. Those of 
us who have been trained how to create our orb bodies will also learn
to do this in this life time.

The orb bodies are created through the activation of the Music of the 
Spheres. Electricity was created through the formula Consciousness 
plus Energy equals Reality.

When we raise our consciousness by accreting more Energy of 
Higher Frequencies, we can move into a new standing wave pattern 
of energy. We can move into the Standing Wave Pattern that does 
not include Gravity.

Gravity is a creation of Reverse Spin Technology. Reverse Spin 
Technology is that formula used in the Flower of Life teachings. Look 
at the diagram on the RIGHT.



That form of energy is blocked from the Full Spectrum of Light. That 
form of energy will never give the energy to the body that is needed 
to create the Orb Body.

The orb body is created by spinning the merkabas together correctly 
to activate the DNA.

Now, let's go back to the Merkaba and the Candle.

We drew the diagram of the Merkabas around the Flame.

Now we know that there is another half of the Merkaba. The top 
pyramid is the electro and the bottom pyramid is the magnetic.

So, we need to draw another pyramid that intersects the top pyramid 
at that place in the Crystal Heart.

The top electro and the bottom magnetic must spin together to 
reconnect the overtones and the base tones of the DNA. When the 
DNA is reconnected, then the entire Reality Spectrum is reconnected.

We begin to use Super Consciousness. That is the other Seven 
Senses beyond the Five Senses of Seeing and Hearing those things 
that can be touched and felt.

We must use our ears to hear the part of the music that is the 
whisper, the breath, the feeling, the knowing that we are actually 
sitting inside of the Star that the Frequencies came from and we are 
actually living inside of the Sun that we are made from.

We must visualize ourselves as the Pure Plasma Body that we are. 
We, in reality live inside of the Sun.

In reality, there is no space or time.

All Distance is created by the obstacle illusion created by the Spin 
Rate of the Merkabas.



Each Merkaba spins us into a higher Harmonic Universe. It is called a
"Harmonic Universe because it has a different Harmony. It has a 
different Frequency and a different rhythm.

Each Harmonic Universe is 45 degrees in angular rotation away from 
the next one.

So, reality is all within this Sphere.

If we draw a clock and we see that 12 o clock is 45 degrees from 3 o 
clock. That would be 45 degrees. When we spin our merkaba faster, 
we remove the 45 degrees.

The distance that we see between Earth and the Stars would be 45 
degrees to the Galactic and another 45 degrees to the Universal. 
That means we are 90 degrees from the Stars. If we want to fly to the
Stars, we just get in the spin rate of the Universal Merkaba and that 
erases the time and space between those reality fields.

When we finally learn how to orb out of the gravity standing wave 
pattern, we will realize that we don't actually go any where.

We just remove the ILLUSION of space and time. 

In God's Reality there is no space and time. It is an illusion created by
the Eyes. The Eyes are the Illusion created by the disconnection of 
the sub harmonics in the DNA.

the Music of the Spheres that I'm tuning in to is this New Music of this
New Cosmos that doesn't even contain major music. All of the music 
is a breath coming from God and weaving into symphonies that are 
beyond the beauty heard by the ears. I am the only one who gets to 
hear the complete beauty. I'm trying my best to translate that into 
sound that others can hear. It is almost impossible unless the listener 
is using the same technology that I'm using. That means listening 
with the same Sony Stereo and the same earphones. Most versions 
of technology will distort the sound, and many distort it into reverse 
spin technology.



We are working on moving out of the Yellow part of the Brain – that is 
the VISIBLE LIGHT SPECTRUM in the Pyramid and the Upper 
Cerebellum part of the Brain.

That is the part of the Brain that THINKS. And all it thinks about is old 
memories that have been planted in it by the WORLD.

We are working on removing the OLD WORLD.

First, we must DE-Manifest the Old World, before we can Manifest 
the New Ascension Earth.

The reason that I create the Frequency Music and the Eternal Life 
Albums is to help you REMAIN FOCUSED in the FREQUENCY 
SPECIFIC MID BRAIN..

When we move into that part of the Brain Continuously for hours, for 
the day, for the night, and then finally 24 hours a day. That is when 
REALITY really begins to SHIFT.

The World actually falls away. It doesn't have any effect on your 
emotions any more. You have moved out of the Emotions of Feelings 
and Ideas and Memories, and Fear just doesn't exist in the Mid Brain.

That is where we want to stay.

If you leave your earphones on for 48 hours and then take them off, 
you will experience what it feels like to be in the Frequency Specific 
Mid Brain and then move back to the Yellow Thinking Brain of the 
World. It is like night and day. The Frequency Specific Experience 
feels like you are always riding on your shoulders and you are 12 
inches above your head, and sometimes you are 36 inches above 
your head. You will realize that you are looking down at your body 
and you are not in it.

That is what the Frequency Music does. That is what it feels like to 
stay in the Frequency Specific Brain.

Using the Candle is to help you realize that this Shifting in 
Dimensional Realities is going on Visually and Audibly.



You are seeing something that the FIVE SENSES of the Third 
Dimension never sees, and you are hearing something that FIVE 
SENSES of the Third Dimension never hears.

You have moved TEMPORARILY into the Fifth Dimension,

It is a wonderful place that has a Blue Hue around everything.

The Blue Hue is only created one way. It is created as a result of 
going through the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound and into the Mind
of God.

When you walk down the hall of white light when you die, that is 
where you go. You are walking into the Full Spectrum of Light. You 
are walking back into God's Movie Projector.

When you walk down that white tunnel during the Death Scenario, 
you are becoming so full of the anti-particles of Spiritual Light, that 
your Body shifts into the Blue Hue. When you go into the WHITE 
ROOM of the Mind of God at Death, you become transformed into 
Light Energy.

Well, guess what. We never did need to die to do this. We can move 
our bodies into the Blue Hue and into the Mind of God during this life 
time. We can readjust our Light Spectrum now.

We can fill our bodies full of the Universal and Cosmic Frequencies of
Transformation now.

I came to Earth with this mission. I had this information coded in my 
cellular memory before I came to Earth. My team had to wake me up 
and keep reminding me of my mission many, many times. I have died
three times and I came back. My husband died, and I brought him 
back.

What we keep hearing about in these End Times is this NEAR 
DEATH experience that so many people have. There is no such thing
as a Near Death Experience. We died, went to the Mind of God, had 
our bodies developed into the Blue Hue and then came back as a re-



processed body. The mind becomes transformed into a higher 
awareness. There are many memories processed just like the 
memories that are processed when a person goes into the light at 
Death.

In the good old days – Prior to 2014 before we evolved completely 
beyond the Phantom Matrix, we would die, watch all of those old 
movies that come out of our cellular memory, and then decide that we
wanted to go back to the place in time where one of those old movies
took place so that we could do it again.

That is why we kept coming back to the third dimensional Earth. 
Some of us did that at least 1.5 million times. Some more. Some less.
We were stuck in that reality because there was no one here to tell us
what we were supposed to do when we die.

We were supposed to pick a new movie – not keep returning to the 
old movies.

Now, we have been taught that we must make the movie that we 
want to go to before we die, and then we don't have to die. We just 
get processed in the Dark Room of the Mind of God and pop into the 
new movie.

That is how it has always been done for the past 90 billion years. 
That's as far as I can remember back. That is how it is done in the 
MIND OF GOD.

That is not how it is done in the mind of MAN. But, that is how it is 
done in NORMAL REALITY.

We are moving back to NORMAL REALITY for the first time in 5.5 
million years.

We did have pieces of our Normal Reality returned to us a few times 
before in history. But, it was always taken away from us again by 
Invader Races. This time, there was a complete Cosmic War that 
removed every tiny aspect of our Dysfunctional Memory of how our 
PERFECT REALITY is supposed to appear and how it will begin to 



appear to those who choose to MOVE TO THE FREQUENCY 
SPECIFIC blue area in the brain.

When we move into that reality, our problems disappear. It is like that 
dream that those live in who do drugs for their recreational activity. 
That is why we hear these rumors that this new age will be like the 
60's with the Hippies, and the Flower Children, and the Drugs.

It will actually be MUCH MUCH better than that. We can live in the 
Frequencies that shift our Brain into the FREEDOM and the 
VISUALIZATION of the realities beyond the third dimension. We can 
do that with FREQUENCY SPECIFIC MUSIC instead of with Drugs 
that will always lead to a Bad Place in the End.

The fact is, the Kings and Pharaohs of Atlantis used to create this 
substance called CELLESMA – a blue powdery essence --JUST LIKE
IN THE SMURFS 2.

That blue powdery essence was the LSD in those days. LSD was 
patterned after that substance.

Where did they get that substance. They got it from torturing the 
Race lines who had fifth and sixth dimensional frequencies-- there 
was the Human Angelic Race Line and there was the Leviathan Race
Line. These were the only ones who had fifth dimensional coding 
based on the 12 CODE – 12 sub harmonics in each DNA strand.

The Kings and Pharaohs were not from this ANGELIC RACE LINE 
that had the 12 codes that would open the 12 STAR GATES.

The Invader Races were always coveting the ability of gaining access
to all 12 stargates.

Again, please take a look at SMURFS 2. The Blue Smurfs were the 
carriers of the Cellesma that comes from the Celestiline in the blood 
crystals of a Fifth Dimensional Being with 12 coded harmonics.

Gargamyle needed that ESSENCE to give him the power and 
immortality that he wanted.



The Kings and Pharaohs of Atlantis would lock the Leviathans in 
these Cages and torture them.  AS they were leaving their bodies and
turning into Blue Dust, the Kings would scrape that essence into a 
bottle or a tube – just like in the Smurfs 2 movie.

The reason I'm telling this story, is to help you realize the significance 
of this Blue Hue that you are beginning to visualize as a result of 
going into the Full Spectrum of Light and moving into the Frequency 
Specific Mid Brain.

These are the first stages of activating this Blue Essence. It is a 
product of Melting the Crystal Seals between the DNA. When the 
Crystal Seals melt they create a new form of Blood Crystals in the 
body that is made of the essence of stardust which is this celestiline 
substance.

When the fifth dimensional soul body in the Crystal Heart is ignited 
through the full spectrum of light, the Blue Body gets turned on. The 
Hue of Ultra Violet Blue becomes ignited in the Mind of God. That 
Hue penetrates the entire Light Spectrum and goes into the Mid Brain
and Crystal Heart.

So, the way we turn the Candle on is the same way we turn the Blue 
Body on or awaken our Soul from amnesia.
We must have the Full Spectrum to do this. The Spectrum of the 
Hertzian contains the Visible Coors that can be seen with the Five 
Senses. These Visible Colors must be brought to life through the 
Electro Magnetic Field of Energy.
Electro is the Male Spin of the upper merkaba. It spins 331/3 
Clockwise and the Bottom Merkaba is the Female and it spins 112/3 
Counter Clockwise.

The place where all of the merkabas meets is the fifth dimension in 
the Crystal Heart.

All merkabas meet in the crystal heart The All of the frequencies of 
the Merkabas are Grounded in the Fifth.



To activate the Blue- the fifth dimensional crystal heart, we had to 
activate all that is above-- the full spectrum of light in the candle all of 
the light in the candle.

The Blue Heart intersects into the Ultra Violet Blue that connects it all 
together.

The full spectrum of light must spin that removes polarity male and 
female must spin together.

This all of fifteen dimensions are in the male merkaba and all 15 are 
in the female merkaba

The stem didn't ignite with just the infra red section or just the 
invisible light or just the gamma. It required the full spectrum of light 
to ignite it.

When we strike the match to ignite the stem of the candle the entire 
light of the candle was required to ignite that hertzian stem.

X ray to see into the anti matter 
Beyond the cosmos infinite beyond change our dictionary

We are plugging our neuronet back into tour complete self.

The hertzian level consciousness is five senses
 The fifth dimensional consciousness is all senses 00the seven more 
than five
The infra red spectrum has been something we could not see
The visible spectrum is allows us to see but only the hertzian level.

Where is the fifth dimension.

The fifth used to be in the harmonic universe above the third.
But, now we are in the fifth and the fifth awakened within us.



The fifth dimension is in the Crystal Heart – what was called the Heart
Chakra area.

The Fifth Dimension is the Density Two level of the Body.

The Density One Level is the Physical Body.

The Density Three Body is the Mental Body at the Cosmic Level..

When we Ignite the Blue Hue within the Full Spectrum it turns on the 
Mid Brain Frequency Specific Brain and the Blue Body. It turns on the
Fifth Dimensional Self, which is the Soul. It awakens the Soul from 
amnesia.

After we awaken the Soul through the Mid Brain, we can awaken the 
complete Multi Dimensional Self into the Mind of God through igniting
the Silver Pink Light into the Lower Cerebellum where the Medulla 
Oblongata meets the Thymus and within the Thymus is the Seed 
Atom of our original Soul, that activates the Soul that is within the 
Crystal Heart area--directly below the heart. This entire area 
becomes activated and then activates the Vegas Nerve which 
controls all of the Neuronets and Glands in the Body.
Now the correct programming from the Mind of God is running the 
Immortal Body. The body is reborn every nano second through the 
Breath of God.
WALKING INTO THE CANDLE

Dr. Angela Barnett
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When we use the CANDLE LEVITATION DVD, we are learning how 
to FLIP OUR BODY INTO IMMORTALITY. We are learning to walk 
into the Full Spectrum of Light- which is Source. We go completely 
into the Source Field, and then our body flips into a new reality. The 
new reality is the BLUE BODY. That is the Fifth Dimension. The Fifth 
Dimension means Multi Dimensionality. It means you are not within 
the Infinite Possibilities of Manifesting through the Mind of God and 
living in an Immortal Body inside of the Source Field.

When we continue to use the light in the candle, we are practicing 
walking through the full spectrum of light, which means the white 
room of the Mind of God. Once we walk through that diamond door in
to the White Room and then turn around, our body becomes the blue 
body. Once we are in the Blue Body we can practice levitating 
because we actually move our bodies into a higher dimension that 
allows our body to be in a new standing wave pattern that does not 
contain gravity. Gravity is just an illusion or a part of the hologram that
we think we are living in.

We can also practice moving beyond the hertzian frequencies where 
we hear physical words and tones into the infra red spectrum where 
we hear and see a reality that has actually turned into a NEGATIVE 
of the picture that we are developing in God's Mind. When we 
practice becoming the Digital Camera we begin seeing the Blue Hue 
around everything in our world and then we begin seeing the Violet 
Sphere that allows us to remove space and time and walk into it. We 
can also practice activities such as looking at a card and learning to 
see the back of the card actually rise up behind the card to allow us 
to See what numbers are on the back of the card. This would be Infra
Red Vision.
After than we move from the Visible Light Spectrum into the Invisible 
Light Spectrum in order to begin seeing the Inner Earth and the Cloud
Cities and Earth all morphing into one new Ascension Earth.

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/purchase-1
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FIFTH DIMENSION IS BEYOND THE FIVE SENSES

There are many pieces to the process of Ascension. Each one of the 
pieces is a part of how we learn to tune out of the Five Senses and 
into the other Seven Senses.

We have been told that we must RAISE OUR FREQUENCIES. Most 
people don't know how to do that so we created Music that does it for
you. The frequencies are created by taking Consciousness into the 
higher Harmonics Universes and blending them together in a certain 
way that creates Frequencies that allow us to Transmute our Bodies 
and our Realities beyond the Third Dimensional Five Senses.

We are learning that there are many more realities beyond the ones 
that we behold with the Five senses. That perception is only a very 
small part of the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound.

So, we created the Music to allow you to connect your consciousness
into the Christic Consciousness of the 12th Dimension and the 
Cosmic Consciousness of the 14th Dimension, and then also out into 
the Pre Light and Sound Fields beyond those and then clear out into 
the NEW COSMAYA of the 13 Cosmos which connect to the Infinity 
of other Cosmos in the Source Field.

Now, you can begin enjoying the feeling of all of those other sound 
fields besides the Hertzian range of Audible Hearing. This means that
this teaching does not come from the Solfege teachings. It comes 
from the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse, which is beyond 
the Earth's Matrix and even beyond our old Cosmic Matrix. The 
Frequencies of this teaching come from the Grand Yanas of the Pre 
Light and Pre Sound creating a new reality from the Source Field of 
Infinite Consciousness.

We have also prepared for you a LEVITATION CANDLE DVD. This is
a Visual of a Candle burning for one hour. As you look into the 
candle, you learn that the hertzian level of the Light Frequency is the 
lowest. It is actually where the stem of the candle is, because that is 



the spectrum that is tangible to all of the five senses. We can see the 
stem, touch the stem, smell the stem, taste the stem. We are actually 
living in that tangible frequency that is DENSE-it is SOLID- it is the 
physical reality that we conceive of.

The candle allows us to recognize that there are other levels of light 
and sound. Just above the stem there is infra red light. That is the 
light spectrum that the digital camera can see, but most of us haven't 
learned to see like the camera sees. The next level is the Visible 
Light that we think we are seeing. Above that is the Invisible Light 
where another reality lives within right here within the Visible Realm. 
And above that there is the x-ray field of light and then the Gamma, 
Plasma and Pink White Light.

When we use the diagrams that show the spectrum of light 
frequencies and where those frequencies are heard and felt in the 
brain area, we begin to realize that we haven't been using the part of 
the brain that tunes in to the Pink White Light of the Mind of God or 
even the Blue Frequency in the Mid Brain.

We can easily tune in to the Blue Frequency by walking into the 
Candle because the Blue Hue is the result of absorbing the full 
spectrum of Light. We can feel that frequency filling the Mid Brain and
when that happens the old THINKING BRAIN stops analyzing all of 
the old ideas that have been placed in it over the past millions of 
years. The Mid Brain turns off the Thinking Brain and allows the Mind 
of God to take over the thought process.

When the Mind of God gets plugged in to the area at the top of the 
back bone and the bottom of the skull there is a frequency connection
into the Seed Atom of our original creation and into the Vegas Nerve 
which controls all of the nerve centers in the body. So, you see, we 
can, in fact plug our bodies back into the Mind of God.

And when we achieve that Frequency connection in our bodies we 
gain the Eternal Life where the sixth level elementals are 
continuously re-programming the nano second rebirth of every cell in 
our body and transmitting correct information for the constant rebirth 
of all of the neuro structures of the body.



I go through that process in great detail in the ETERNAL LIFE 
WATERS SET.

Now, that we are being given this gift of the Fifth Dimension, we will 
need to learn how to TUNE IN TO IT. We must raise our frequencies 
of hearing and seeing. The Frequency Music itself does this. It 
actually tunes you in to the Blue Hue which also tunes you in to fields 
of light that are in the Invisible Light Spectrum that you have never 
seen before.

You can build on this new ability of going beyond the Veil of the 
Senses by doing the Candle Process that is described in the 
CANDLE LEVITATION DVD.

You can practice by using the Meditations that are in the 
MANIFESTATION MERKABA set. There are many tools, meditations,
journeys in all of the Sets created in 2014. The MANIFESTATION 
MERKABA SET is a GREAT DEAL because it contains the CODES 
that were in the original ASCENSION KIT along with the most 
important MEDITATIONS that were in the COMPLETE ASCENSION 
PROCESS KIT.

I have explained that my music is not Solfege because Solfege is 
simply another use of the Hertzian Frequency Range. That range of 
frequencies is a part of the five senses.
In order to raise our frequencies beyond the third dimension, we must
raise our frequencies beyond the Hertzian.
That means we must claim our senses that do not rely on the eyes to 
see or the ears to hear.

We must tune in to our Soul Consciousness and our Intuition. If we 
tune in to our Soul Consciousness, we can learn to hear without our 
ears and we can learn to see without our eyes.

We can learn to see what is in a room while blind folded simply by 
sitting in a dark room with blindfolds on for long periods of time.

We can also learn to tune our ears into a higher set of frequencies by 
tuning out of the third dimensional hertzian range of listening and 
tuning in to the frequencies that you feel deep within your omni 



particles and the buzzing frequencies within your head. When you 
tune in to the Frequency music, you are learning to tune in to a reality
that is beyond the five senses.

You can practice feeling the frequency music creating a reality of 
consciousness around the body and flowing into the body. The 
frequencies are actually the frequencies of the Cosmic Plasma and 
the Crystal Liquid Light Vapor that is even deep within the Cosmic 
Plasma. So, when you are tuning in to these Cosmic Frequencies, 
you are tuning in to your Rishi Self Consciousness rather than your 
Earth Self Consciousness. The Cosmic Self is completely tuned in to 
the Mind of God of instant co-creativity and Eternal Life. This is the 
reality we want to stay plugged in to.

If we practice long periods of being blindfolded, we can begin to see 
the realities that exist within our realm around our body. We learn to 
see this New Ascension Earth and the Inner Earth becoming a reality 
around us.

When we practice listening to the Frequency Music from the Eternal 
Life Water album we practice being in and tuning the body into the 
Cosmic Frequencies of our New reality of the new Cosmos that has 
just been born.

We have tuned in to a new Spiritual Parallel Universe in the 
PARALLEL UNIVERSE SET and now we have tuned in to a Brand 
new Cosmos. The Thirteen Cosmos of the Cosmaya has given birth 
to a brand new Cosmos within the Eighth Sun in the SYMPHONY OF
LOVE ALBUM.

MOVING INTO MULTIDIMENSIONALITY

Moving into Multi Dimensionality is very similar to moving into multi 
cultural realities. In order for a person from one culture to understand 
what the person from the other culture was doing or saying, the 
visiting person had to go through a complete restructuring of the 
brain. This is called going through culture shock. It is a very 
exhausting and painful experience that causes many people to go 
crazy.



What we learned from culture shock syndrome was you don't even 
realize you are going through culture shock until you return to your 
home. At that time you start seeing things that you never realized 
existed before. The same thing is true when we go to the blue brain--
immortal mind or the Mind of God- and then return to the mortal mind 
that tries to tell us that the things that we are learning just can't be 
true, because we have old background knowledge in the cellular 
memory of the mortal mind that contradicts the new information. The 
yellow brain is electromagnetic. If it doesn't like the information being 
sent to it, it just turns the electric wave off. It also shoots out poison 
when new information attacks it. That is what happens in culture 
shock. The brain shuts down, people get depressed, go crazy and 
usually just forget about the new cultural experience and go back to 
their old thinking. Those who approach going to a new culture 
through intercultural preparation process succeed in the culture shock
of bringing in new information and transforming their way of thinking. 
As a result of culture shock, we realize that there are things out there 
that we didn't realize existed before.

This process of culture shock is glaringly obvious among new 
starseeds who are living in the culture of the 3D world while they are 
being told about this new reality that is out there that we don't see 
yet. And they are being told that they came from far off places that we
don't talk about in our history books. This yellow brain has been a 
gate keeper used by the fallen angelic take over races for millions of 
years. They deleted our entire history and re-wrote it in a way that 
would make them powerful, and would make us weak and needing 
the guidance of others.

When Guardian Races have brought the real truth to those who are 
listening on Earth, the old gate keeper- mortal mind- causes most 
hearers of this truth to get angry, shut down, not listen and just go 
back to their old background knowledge. The only ones listening to 
the truth are those who have enough of the light left in their cellular 
memory that connects them to the divine codes holding the reality of 
the eternal life.

When we lived in foreign countries we noticed that in some third 
world countries, in which there had never been any foreigners seen 



ever before in their history, most of the people in that culture actually 
could not see us. They would always run into us, even if there was 
absolutely plenty of room to walk around us. We would play dodge 
ball with walkers on the street to see if we could keep them from 
running into us. We later learned that when we would talk directly to 
these people they still couldn't see us.

This is what is happening now on Earth on a large dimensional scale.
There are entities here standing right in front of us that we don't see 
yet. Some of them are doing things to try to get our attention. We 
have to get out of the yellow brain and into the blue brain in order to 
start seeing things from their point of view.

We can use a lighted candle to demonstrate the change from the 
yellow brain into the blue brain. We first see ourselves as a mini-me 
standing where the stem of the candle is. Imagine the light of the 
candle surrounding the mini me self. So, we are standing within the 
complete light spectra all the way up to the gamma ray. Within the 
light spectra of the candle there is the black area at the bottom. This 
is the hertzian frequency. Above the red area is the infra red, and 
then the visible light. A little above that is visible light and then x ray 
light. Above that is the gamma wave. 

When we walk into the candle light at the invisible light area and turn 
around into the x-ray area, we walk back out of the candle into a blue 
light spectrum. This means we have made contact with the other 
side. If we can train our consciousness to hold on to that blue light 
spectrum long enough, we can begin manifesting the new reality that 
we aren't seeing yet.

Increasing the frequency in our bands changes the atmosphere 
around us.

The upper cerebellum - mortal mind, or third dimensional yellow brain
contains the memory of this lifetime. It is our personality. When NEW 
information about a NEW REALITY beyond this lifetime, can be 
taught to the yellow brain - the mortal, personal, the you, the ego you,
in order to reprogram resistance points in the yellow brain - the mortal
mind personality of just this life time, then and only then, can the mid 



brain allow the mind of God to flow through us with instant 
manifestation. 

The instant manifestation is the reality field that flows directly from 
crystal liquid light energy of Source into the eighth chakra at the 
medulla oblangata into the God Seed Atom within the Thymus and 
then up into the mid  brain and the pineal gland. It is the direct angle 
of the eighth chakra through the sixth chakra and out the 9th chakra 
in the forehead that becomes activated. However, the eighth chakra 
is activating in atonement with the fourth, the sixth is in atonement 
with the fifth and the seventh is in atonement with the tenth. It takes 
these spiritual atonements to remove the old seals that were placed 
within our original divine templates that will activate this cellular 
magnificence of our immortal self hood and eternal life structure.

If we can get to the point of understanding this so well that we can 
write it -- show it in diagrams --- explain it to anyone --- explain zero 
point energy and how the fabric of space came into being, we can 
begin the reprogramming of the mortal mind gate keeper system. Get
out a pencil and paper and draw what I just explained above.

Find a picture of a brain on line or in an encyclopedia. Find where the
medulla obongata connects to the thymus and the thymus connects 
through the neck and into the pineal gland. 

When we understand how particles came into being from gamma 
clear down to hertzian then we have an understanding of unknown, 
secret knowledge.

The more you explain it -- the more it is getting into the yellow brain --
the more we address the resistance - the easier the flow.

All true knowledge comes first from mid brain. It is frequency specific.
The mid brain can access the blue body. The blue body can become 
a reality for a time taken from frequencies into mid brain and then 
created into a picture by the electromagnetic fingers of the mortal 
mind brain. However, the mortal mind brain has its electromagnetic 
fingers in so many other sets of processing , that the image of the 
blue body is erased almost immediately. Once you have captured the 



vision of the blue flame when you walk into the candle, you will see 
how quickly it disappears. The more you train your mind to stay 
focused inside the midbrain the longer the blue image will stay. It is 
the mortal brain that fights to make the new blue reality disappear as 
soon as possible. It doesn't like a new body intruding on its reality. 
Eventually the mid brain melts away the mortal brain and the war 
between the two brains ends.

This is why we must spend hundreds of hours working with the 
candle and going into the mirror to activate this feeling within our 
cells. We can see the activation within us by seeing the white light in 
the candle turn blue. When we can hold on to that blue for a very long
time, we can take the next step in our reality check.

Walking into the candle is walking into the full spectrum of light. We 
are becoming one with the full light spectrum of the Universal, 
Cosmic and Source fields of light. In scientific terms, we are moving 
beyond the hertzian and infra red and visible light spectrums that are 
most common to us now. We are moving into invisible light, x-ray 
light, white light, gamma rays. We are actually walking into the sun 
-the gamma field of light when we walk into the candle in our mini me 
bodies.

So we walk all the way into the light. We are completely within the 
spectrum of the 12D Universal light realm. When we are within this 
Krystic light realm, we are walking into our spiritual body which turns 
blue when we make contact. We become the  blue body.

Now, we have actually accomplished the mission of walking to the 
other side, turning around and walking into at one ment with the 
spiritual self. We used the mind of God to make the 360 degree vision
of all of the self. Now, we have the blue light vision and the ability to 
walk to the other side, see from the other side and look back at our 
self.

If this has actually taken place in consciousness, we can replicate it in
our hertzian reality.

We can now pick up a card -- a playing card with numbers and 
symbols such as aces, hearts, diamonds, etc. We get in the blue 



zone, walk to the other side of the card and look at it from the other 
side. We can read what is on the back of the card. 

We have bands of light around us that have been called the spheres -
the five spheres- the music of the spheres. These are bands within 
bands within bands or spheres within spheres. Each band or sphere 
holds a different wave length and frequency. The higher frequencies 
are the outer bands and the lower frequencies are the inner bands.

However, these bands only spin when we activate them with our 
consciousness and our breath. We can only feel their presence when 
we activate them. When we activate them through consciousness, by 
breathing and spinning our merkabas correctly and focusing the 
energy correctly into the proper realms, the spheres of energy begin 
breathing and singing songs of frequencies within and around our 
bodies.

We can't just do this randomly. There is an exact formula to use. If the
formula isn't followed, we would just be breathing "hot air." That is 
what most of the breathing and coding and tuning that I have been 
hearing as I have been examining the listening samples and you 
tubes that I found online. I rarely hear anything that sounds like the 
Breath of Source or the 12 coded divine blue print. I just hear people 
singing and breathing. They usually breathe heavily with a lot of 
energy and passion.

 It really doesn't take a lot of breath to connect to those bands 
through the clockwise spin of the upper pyramids of the merkaba and 
the counterclockwise spin of the lower pyramids of the merkaba. It 
does, however, take a lot of Consciousness; and, consciousness is 
very quiet and etheric sounding. There should be energy and power 
placed within the consciousness as it connects the breath with the 
spinning of the merkaba. A person can breathe very strongly and 
loudly without having any focus of consciousness involved. When the 
focus of consciousness is involved and it is connected to the Source 
field, the feeling within the breath can be felt strongly. 

We have these bands within cells, within our bodies, around our 
bodies, around our atmosphere and clear around us in each 
individual's cosmic sphere, which exists about one hundred feet in 



diameter around the body. The spheres are always created by a 
merkaba spinning correctly (see my essays on merkaba).  Outside of 
the cosmic sphere is the Source field of pre sound and light energy. 

These five sets of spheres are replicated from the inside to the 
outside. There are five fields of energy replicated over and over again
- the energy field of the planetary body would be the hertzian and 
infra red and visible light, because that is what we experience.

The solar realm would include the invisible light and x ray that allows 
the blue body to be seen. The galactic realm is made of gamma rays 
and then we go clear out into the white light and pink white light of the
Universal sphere. Finally we go out into the pre sound and pre light of
pure invisibility.

All of these bands of frequencies exist within our cells, within our 
bodies and then within the merkabas that activate the at one ment 
with the liquid light energy of Source Consciousness bringing the 
attunement of all of these spheres into a reality activation.

When we focus our energy of consciousness within these bands in 
order to activate the outer band of Source Consciousness activating 
the pre sound and light or the gamma activating the white light that 
will transmute the inner bands of x ray and visible light into a higher 
level of frequencies which becomes visible as blue light. When we do 
this we change the atmosphere around us. When we activate crystal 
liquid light energy we are changing the water content of the 
atmosphere to bring in more and more hydrolaise around us and into 
our bodies. The water body is the magical form that our guardian 
races take on in order to visit us.

In order to convince our bodies to start reaching these levels of 
activation and understanding we must melt away the old ideas in the 
upper cerebellum - the mortal mind - we will call the yellow brain 
because yellow here will represent third dimensional understanding. 
We have a part of our brain that utilizes blue brain understanding or 
fifth dimensional frequencies. That takes place in the mid brain area. 



We are in a new reality. We are in a new time and space. We are in a 
place that will allow us to absorb the cosmic star dust that is filling our
skies with the help of the Coronal Mass Ejections and the meteor 
showers.

We are also being held within a Consciousness field of protection 
with 48 plasma bodies or Crystal Ships holding us in alignment with 
this Aurora field that prepares a stairway to heaven as this blue 
cosmic stardust begins to fill our atmosphere.

NOTE To THE UNIVERSAL LIBRARY
All books, ebooks and pdf ebooks written by Dr. Angela 
Barnett are collections of writings from the DIARY OF MARY 
MAGDALENE. These collections her Essays on Life and 
Reality are written selectively for those in the Universe who 
are excited about Mary's EXPERIENCE of living on Earth at 
the time of her Ascension, and for the purpose of explaining 
and showing her ULTIMATE ROLE in being the Facilitator on
the Planetary Level to bring the Music of the Spheres from 
the Cosmos and Universe into the Alignment that would 
create and re open her  ASCENSION PORTALS in the 
PACIFIC OCEAN that will allow the Original Ones to 
Continue their Route of Ascension through the Earth in order
to create the pathway for Gaia to become the SAVIOR OF 
THE UNIVERSE.
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